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In light of the rapid pace at which development happens with modern technology,
mobile robots play an important role in our daily lives. This is due to their great
importance in facilitating the affairs of life in various economic, commercial, industrial,
scientific, and many other fields. In this research and project, we have restructured the
microcontroller and system for one of the mobile robots (CEENBOT) that was designed
by the University of Nebraska and replaced it with an Arduino Mega 2560.
The purpose of using the Arduino Mega 2560 robot is to provide alternative
programming for the CEENBOT platform to support an Arduino programming option. It
is an open-source program which makes it easily accessible for developers and
programmers. The Arduino Mega 2560 is an open-source electronics platform built on
easy-to-use hardware and software. The Arduino Mega 2560 robot provides one of the
most accessible ways to install different sensors and can be used in different aspects or
applications that can be useful for mobile robotics teaching and development.
Following the completion of this research and project, the electrical and computer
engineering department at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln will be able to enhance its
existing robotics course offerings using this robot. New laboratories have been created for
teaching and development in this research. The laboratories include Simulink Getting

Started, Simulink with Arduino Mega 2560, Integrated development environment IDE
Getting Started with Arduino Mega 2560, Getting to Know the Robot Hardware, Getting
Started on Moving the Robot, Obstacle Avoidance, Wireless Communication, and Create
Your Own Lab Adventure.
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1. CHAPTER 1
Introduction

In this research, we study the redesign of the microcontroller and system for the
University of Nebraska created CEENBOT robot after it was modified at the RoseHulman Institute of Technology with an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller. The main
purpose of this project is to support an Arduino programming option for the CEENBOT
platform which has been used to teach robotics and for outreach at the University of
Nebraska for over ten years. Furthermore, another goal is to provide a mobile robot with
the capability of adding new functions and sensors that were not previously compatible
with the CEENBOT.
A further essential aim was to build a robust mobile robotics lab experience on this
platform in such a manner that it made the most of the CEENBOT platform to generate a
relevant and worthwhile laboratory experience for students that both supplemented and
enriched lecture subjects. The result of this research and project will provide an excellent
platform for teaching and developing mobile robotics at the UNL Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department.
In the electrical and computer engineering department, an existing mobile robotics
course and lab is offered using the CEENBOT. To program the CEENBOT, a custom
Application programming interface (API) was designed for use in the laboratory. The
CEENBOT API has worked very well to support the labs in the existing Mobile Robotics
I course, and it incorporates the range of sensors used in those labs. However, there are
challenges to adding additional sensor support through the custom CEENBOT
Application programming interface (API) because it requires a redesign of the API and
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the creation of new functions for each sensor supported. The motivation to use the
Arduino Mega 2560 – enhanced CEENBOT is to allow access to an open-source platform
for programming the CEENBOT. Therefore, additional functionality will be possible for
teaching robotics in the future to allow for expanding to unlimited sensors on the robot.
This is possible because the Arduino Mega 2560 has an open-source programming
platform and not a custom API.
The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It has
54 digital input/output pins (of which 15 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs,
4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power
jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. [1]
The reason behind using Arduino Mega 2560 is that the Integrated development
environment Software/Arduino is compatible with a variety of operating systems. The
platform is open source, widely used, and growing in popularity. There is a lot of
community support and internet assistance available. There are several vendors who offer
components. Arduino drivers are already available for many components and sensors.
Many of the components are quite reasonably priced. It is simple to get started - no
complicated setting is required.
The CEENBOT is a robot originally designed in 2008 by UNL students Ben Barenz
and Dan Norman. In the fall of 2009, the CEENBOT vs.2.2 was redesigned to improve
power management and provide a longer battery life. Also, the control boards have been
simplified (three board designs to one board). For autonomous robot applications, it is
programmable in C language. The main controller of the CEENBOT control board is
Atmel ATmega324 Microcontroller, an AVR 8-bit RISC-type microcontroller. The Atmel
ATiny48 Microcontroller is a slave device that communicates with the main controller
using the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol. The CEENBOT has a 4-line graphical
LCD display text or graphics that can be written on it. It has a variable frequency speaker
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that can produce tones of any frequency. It has two stepper motors - the left wheel and the
right wheel. Also, it has two front infrared (IR) smart proximity sensors. The CEENBOT
can be programmed with C-programming language using AVR Studio # IDE. The
CEENBOT has an Application Programming Interface that includes a custom C library of
useful functions for controlling the CEENBOT’s electronics and peripherals and includes
well-documented user guidelines.
There are 300 reference pages for the CEENNOT, and ten labs are currently being
taught using it. These labs have been developed by Prof. Alisa Gilmore and a graduate
teaching assistant Jose Santos using the robot CEENBOT. The labs are Introduction to
CEENBOT and API, Dead Reckoning: Autonomous Locomotion Using Odometry,
Obstacle Avoidance with IR Sensors, Light Sensing with Photo-Resistor, Homing on a
Light Source Using Behavior-Based Control, Obstacle Avoidance with Ultrasonic
Sensing, Wall Following using Feedback Control, Line Following with Feedback Control,
Robotic Vision with the Pixy (CMUcam5), and Choose Your Own Adventure Lab.
Therefore, some of these lessons are applied to this research.

1.1

Technical Contribution

The primary technical contribution of this project is to reverse engineer, document, test
and build labs for a prototype mobile robotic platform built upon the CEENBOT chassis
and modified at the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. The contribution is significant
due to the limitations of existing robot platforms for teaching robotics at the college level.
This project will fill a needed gap by building upon the existing strengths of the original
CEENBOT platform to document and test an open-source Arduino-based CEENBOT.
The deliverables include complete documentation of the robot components and sensors,
wiring instructions, and a series of new structured laboratories with starter code. The
deliverables will facilitate rapid adoption and testing by robotics instructors at UNL and
other Universities.
The technical deliverables include robot wiring schematics, 8 new laboratories, 50
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pages of code, 30 pages of wiring diagrams, and over 100 pages ( 10-15 pages for each
lab) of laboratory instruction and background for students.

1.2

Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the problem statement
of this thesis, which is that due to the proprietary CEENBOT Application programming
interface (API), adding additional- sensors is limited. Chapter 3 provides the robot input
and output hardware requirements for the robot. Chapter 4 presents the software required
for the robot. Chapter 5 presents the 8 laboratories that have been created with the robot.
The 8 laboratories are Laboratory 1: Simulink Getting Started, laboratory 2: Simulink
with Arduino Mega 2560, laboratory 3: IDE Getting Started with Arduino Mega 2560,
laboratory 4: Getting to Know the Robot hardware, laboratory 5: Getting Started on
Moving the Robot, laboratory 6: Obstacle Avoidance, laboratory 7: Wireless
Communication with the robot, and the last one is laboratory 8: Create Your Own Lab
Adventurer. Chapter 6 presents the future work with the robot. Chapter 7 concludes and
summarizes the thesis. Finally, Chapter 8, provides the programming code that has been
created for the laboratories. Below Figure 1.1.1 to Figure 1.1.4 are the robot with Arduino
Mega 2560.
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Figure 1.2.1: Robot Front
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Figure 1.2.2: Robot’s Rear
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Figure 1.2.3: Robot Right Side
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Figure 1.2.4: Robot Left Side
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2. CHAPTER 2
Problem Statement

In this thesis, we propose an effective, flexible, and practical Arduino Mega 2560
Robot. The goal is to have an effective platform for teaching and developing mobile
robotics for the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at UNL. This research
addresses the problems with both the CEENBOT and the Rover Robot of the Engineering
Arduino Kit.
The CEENBOT is a unique and great robot, but the difficulty is that CEENBOT has
an application programming interface (API). Within this interface, it is a bit challenging
to create new functions for installing new sensors. On the other hand, in Fall 2021,
because of Covid-19, the electrical and computer engineering department offered the
Mobile Robotic (ECEN 345) course, but with the students using the Engineering Arduino
Kit and the Rover robot as a remote lab. The design of the Rover robot is very poor, the
materials are easy to break, and hard to fix. It is inflexible in building and construction. In
general, the Rover robot is not practical, the assembly is complicated, and students cannot
install new sensors.
It is very important for students and professors to have access to the full features of a
robot because this allows students to become familiar with multiple types of sensors for
adding intelligence to a robot. This robot was developed to have the full capacity for adding
new sensors and equipment without any difficulties. Additionally, it was developed to have
the capability of using new functions (it does not have a custom CEENBOT application
programming interface (API)), which makes it easier for any programmer to install a new
sensor and add the appropriate program code to use the sensor. The purpose of developing
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the Arduino Mega 2560 Robot is to create an accessible way for software programmers to
enter the world of programming mobile robotics. One of the ways the Arduino Mega 2560
Robot is more accessible, is that it can be controlled with different platforms, such as C
Programming, MATLAB Arduino IDE, and Simulink.
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3. CHAPTER 3
Robot Hardware Requirements

This chapter specifies the hardware requirements for the robot. It covers all the different
sensors and equipment that have been used for the robot. It explains all system inputs
output, system composer, and the power supply.

3.1
3.1.1

System Inputs & Outputs
Arduino Mega 2560

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It has 54
digital input/output pins, 15 which can be used as PWM outputs, 16 analog inputs, 4
UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power
jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything needed to support the
microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with an ACto-DC adapter or battery to get started. Figure 3.1.1.1 shows the layout of the Arduino
Mega 2560 and Figure 3.1.1.2 shows the Arduino Mega 2560 pins. Table 3.1.1-1 includes
the Arduino Mega 2560 information. [3]
Table 3.1.1-1: Arduino Meg 2560 Information

Module

Mega 2560 Rev3

SKU

A000067

Microcontroller

ATmega2560

Positions

Front middle of the robot’s
heart/chassis

USB connector

USB-B

Pins

Built-in LED 13 Pins
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Digital I/O 54 Pins
Analog input 16 pins
PWM 15 pins
Communication

4 of UART
I2C
SPI

Power

5 I/O Voltage
7-12 Input voltage (nominal)
20 mA DC Current per I/O Pin
9V Supported battery
Barrel Plug Power Supply Connector

Clock speed

Main Processor ATmega2560 16
MHz
USB-Serial Processor ATmega16U2
16 MHz

Memory
Dimensions

ATmega2560: 8KB SRAM, 256KB
FLASH, 4KB EEPROM
37 G Weight
53.3 mm Width
101.5 mm Length

Figure 3.1.1.1: Arduino Mega 2560 Layout
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Figure 3.1.1.2: Arduino Mega 2560 Pins

3.1.2

Breadboard

The breadboard is a thin plastic board and platform used to build and connect electrical
components such as transistors, resistors, sensors, motors, LEDs, and chips. The breadboard
is used to create electronic circuit prototypes. Table 3.1.2-1 provides the Breadboard
information.
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Table 3.1.2-1: Breadboard Information

Positions

Placed on the middle of the
robot’s heart/chassis.

Power voltage

Operate with a 5 or 7.2V
power supply

Output voltage

Output a logical signal at 5 or
7.2V

Figure 3.1.2.1: Breadboard

3.2
3.2.1

System Inputs
Proximity Sensor (IR Sensor)

The proximity sensor (IR sensor) shall be used to detect any obstacles near the robot. This
sensor provides measurements that are simply translated into distances. The proximity
sensor measures distance by shining an infrared light beam and measuring the intensity of
the light that bounces back using a phototransistor. The sensor shall detect the presence of
an obstacle that approaches within 4-6 inches of it. The sensor’s angular range shall be no
more than 90 degrees. Table 3.2.1-1 provides the SHARP 2Y0A21 information.
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Figure 3.2.1.1: Schematic of
SHARP 2Y0A21

Figure 3.2.1.2: SHARP 2Y0A21 Sensor

Table 3.2.1-1: Sensor Information

Module
Positions & Numbers

Power voltage

SHARP 2Y0A21
•

Front of the robot

•

Back of the robot

•

The right side of the robot

• The left side of the robot
Operate with a 5 or 3.3V power
supply

Output voltage

Output a logical signal at 5 or 3.3V

Circuit Connection

Sharp 2Y0A21

Arduino Mega

Sensors

2560

Yellow wire and

A0-A15

(signal)
Black wire

GND

(GND)
Red wire (+5V)

3.2.2

5V

Ultrasonic Sensor

The sensor works by creating a 10-microsecond pulse and then measuring the duration
taken by that pulse to reach the object and then bounce back. The ultrasonic sensor has four
pins, the first one is the GND pin and the second is the echo pin, which will read the
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reflection signal. Then there is the trig pin, which can be used to transmit the ultrasonic
wave, and the Vic pin, which is used to provide 5V to power the sensor. [4]
The sensor shall detect the presence of an obstacle that approaches anywhere between
2cm (~0.8in) and 3 meters (3.3 yards). The ultrasonic senser is also subject to specular
reflection and will not accurately detect objects at angles of 45-degrees or less from the
forward direction of the robot. The ultrasonic ping emitted by the sensor is a 'conical'
beam shape with a width between 50 to 60-degrees. The red and blue in figure 3.2.2.2 are
the holders for each Ultrasonic sensor. [4] Table 3.2.2-1 provides the Ultrasonic sensor
information.
Table 3.2.2-1: Ultrasonic Sensor Information

Module
Position and Number

HC-SR04

•

Left front corner of the robot

Power Voltage

• Right front corner of the robot
Operate with a 5 or 3.3V power supply

Output Voltage

Output a logical signal at 5 or 3.3V

Circuit Connection

Ultrasonic Sensor

Arduino Mega 2560

Vic pin

5V

Trig pin

A0-A15

Echo pin

A0-A15

GND pin

GND
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Figure 3.2.2.1: Ultrasonic Sensor

Figure 3.2.2.2: Ultrasonic Sensor Holder

3.2.3

ON-OFF Toggle Switch

The ON-OFF Toggle Switch is used to open or close an electrical circuit. A toggle switch is
activated by sliding a lever back and forth. Table 3.2.3-1 provides Toggle Switch
information.
Table 3.2.3-1: Toggle Switch Information

Position

Installed on the circuit breadboard of the robot

Power
Voltage

Operate with a 5 or 7.2V power supply

Output
Voltage

Output a logical signal at 5 or 7.2V
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Circuit
Connection

ON-OFF Toggle
Switch

Circuit
Breadboard

Battery

Wire 1

Voltage

Red wire

Wire 2

GND

Black wire

Figure 3.2.3.1: ON-OFF Toggle Switch

3.3
3.3.1

Outputs / Actuators
Motor

The two stepper motors are connected to two wheels to move the robot. Table 3.3.1-1
provides more information about the motor.
Table 3.3.1-1: Motor Information

Module

42HSD Series (1.8 degree)

Position & Number
Power voltage

Two motors shall be placed on each side of the robot to
provide motion by differential drive
operate with a 5 or 3.3V power supply

Output voltage

Output a logical signal at 5 or 3.3V

Step Angle Accuracy

+5% or -5% with full step and no load
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Resistance Accuracy

+10% or -10%

Inductance Accuracy

+20% or -20%

Temperature Rise

80 C max (rated current, 2 phase on)

Ambient Temperature

-20 C ~ +50 C

Insulation Resistance

100 M ohm min, 500VDC

Dielectric Strength

500VAC for one-minute 5mA

Shaft Radial Play

0.02mm max (450g load)

Shaft Radial Play

0.08mm max (450g load)

Maximum Radial
Force
Maximum Axial Force

20N (20 mm from flange)

Rotation

CW

Insulation Class

B (130C)

Circuit Connection

Hybrid Stepper Motors

Motor Driver A4988

Blue wire

1B Pin 11

Green wire

1A Pin 12

Red wire

2A Pin 13

Black wire

2B Pin 14

10 N

Figure 3.3.1.1: Stepper Motor
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3.3.2

Wheel Encoders

The wheel encoder utilizes a non-contact technique to convert the angular displacement
signals in order to help the rotation degree of the wheels. Table 3.3.2-1 provides the wheel
encoder information.
Table 3.3.2-1: Wheel Encoders’ Information

Module

Drobox RB-Dfr-46 / SEN0038

Positions & Numbers

Two-wheel encoders shall be placed on each side of
the robot and attached to each of the two motors.

Power voltage

The wheel encoder shall operate with a 5 or 3.3V
power supply.

Output voltage

The wheel encoder shall output a logical signal at 5 or
3.3V.

Circuit Connection

Wheel Encoders

Arduino Mega 2560

SIG Pin 1

A0-A15

+5 Voltage Pin 2

Voltage

GND Pin 3

GND

Figure 3.3.2.1: Wheel Encoder

3.3.3

Motor drivers

The motor driver is a complete micro stepping motor driver with built-in translator for easy
operation. It is designed to operate bipolar stepper motors in full-, half-, quarter-, eighth-,
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and sixteenth-step modes, with an output drive capacity of up to 35 V and ±2 A. Table
3.3.3-1 provides motor driver information. [5] Table 3.3.3-1 provides the motor driver
information.
Note: To keep the driver enabled, connect the RST pin to the adjacent SLP/SLEEP pin of
the motor drivers.
Table 3.3.3-1: Motor Drivers’ Information

Module

A4988 Step stick

Position &
Number

Two motor drivers shall be installed on circuit breadboard of

Power voltage

Operate with a 5 or 3.3V power supply

Output voltage

Output a logical signal at 5 or 7 V

Circuit
Connection

Motor Drivers A4988

Stepper Motors

Arduino Mega

Step stick

42HSD Series

2560

the robot

EN Pin 1

#48 Pin

MS1 Pin 2
MS2 Pin 3
MS3 Pin 4
RST Pin 5
SLP Pin 6
STEP Pin 7

#46 Pin

DIR Pin 8

#52 Pin

GND Pin 9

GND Pin

VDD Pin 10

5V Pin

1B Pin 11

Black Wire

1A Pin 12

Green Wire
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2A Pin 13

Blue Wire

2B Pin 14

Red Wire

GND Pin 15

GND Pin

VMOT Pin 16

+5 V Pin

Figure 3.3.3.1: Motor Driver

Figure 3.3.3.2: Motor Driver Pins
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3.3.4

Light-Emitting Diode (LED)

The light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor device that emits light once an electric
current passes through it. When current flows through an LED, electrons recombine with
holes, generating light in the process. Table 3.3.4-1 provides LED information. [6]
Table 3.3.4-1: LED’s Information

Module

surface-mount device (SMD)

Positions

installed on circuit breadboard of the robot

Power voltage

operate with a 5 or 3.3V power supply

Output voltage

output a logical signal at 5 or 3.3V

Circuit Connection

LED

Arduino Mega 2560

Pin 1

V

Pin 2

GND

Figure 3.3.4.1: LED

3.4
3.4.1

Power supply
Battery

A battery shall be used to provide power to the robot, control board, motors, servos, and
sensors. Table 3.4.1-1 provides battery information.
Table 3.4.1-1: Battery’s Information

Module

7.2V Tenergy 3000mAh Flat NiMH
High Battery
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Position

Placed under the robot’s chassis

Power voltage

Operate with 7.2 power supply

Output voltage

Output a logical signal at 7.2

Figure 3.4.1.1: Battery Lion

3.4.2

Wall Adapter

The wall adapter is a power supply for the battery. The power adapters plug into a wall
outlet and convert AC to a single DC voltage.

Figure 3.4.2.1: Wall Adapter
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3.5

System Composer

The system composer shows the block diagrams and hardware architectures of the robot as
shown in figure 3.5.1. The full access to system architectures of the robot is through
Matlab.

Figure 3.5.1: System Composer
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4. CHAPTER 4
Robot Software Requirements

This chapter specifies the software requirements for the robot. It covers the platforms
that have been used for the robot. It explains how to program the robot with Arduino Mega
2560 through the platform Integrated Development Environment (IDE).

4.1
4.1.1

Integrated Development Environment
Web Editor

The Arduino Web Editor allows students to create code and upload sketches straight from
their web browser to any Arduino board. In chapter 5, lab 3 workshop explains how to use
the web editor to program the Arduino Mega 2560 for the robot.

4.1.2

Arduino IDE 2.0

The Arduino IDE 2.0 is a powerful editor with several capabilities. The students easily can
install the Arduino IDE 2.0 and its libraries on their computer. Also, they can sync their
drawings with Arduino Cloud, and debug their sketches. In chapter 5, lab 3 workshop
explains how to download and use the Arduino IDE 2.0 and program the Arduino Mega
2560 for the robot.
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5. CHAPTER

5
Laboratories & Results

This chapter specifies the platform programming and laboratories created for the robot.
It will introduce each lab’s purpose, objectives, requirements, background, and workshop.
Also, each lab includes its required deliverables from the students; demonstration rubric,
how to write the C-code and the lab report. The lab report includes a title Page, an
overview, a background, a procedure, a source code discussion, a result, questions to
answer of the lab, a conclusion, and a source code. The last part of the labs created explains
the grading rubric which includes the demonstration, lab Report, and C-code.
The overview is the main overarching lesson of the lab. The objectives will cover
what the students are expected to achieve. The requirements will state the software and
hardware necessary. The background will give information about the sensor that will be
used for the lab. This is preliminary information the students need to know in order to
understand. The workshop states the tasks (what are the tasks) and how to approach them
(how to do the tasks).

5.1
5.1.1

Simulink Getting Started
Introduction

Simulink is a block diagram environment for multidomain simulation and Model-Based
Design. It supports system-level design, simulation, automatic code generation, and
continuous testing and verification of embedded systems. Simulink provides a graphical
editor, customizable block libraries, and solvers for modeling and simulating dynamic
systems. It is integrated with MATLAB, enabling students to incorporate MATLAB
algorithms into models and export simulation results to MATLAB for further analysis. [7]
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5.1.2

Lab Objectives

In this lab the students will be expected to achieve the following:
•

Learn about Simulink Block Diagrams

•

Learn how to create, simulate, and save a Simulink model

•

Learn how to add and remove blocks from a Simulink model

•

Learn how to connect blocks in a block diagram

•

Learn how to label blocks and signals

•

Learn how to set block parameter values

•

Learn how to visualize simulation data in the Simulink environment

•

Learn how to set the sampling rate of a block in a Simulink model

•

Learn how to run a simulation

•

Learn how to refine a model

5.1.3

Background

MATLAB allows us to perform a whole series of operations on data using code as an
interface. Simulink offers a visual programming language (VPL) based on the use of a flow
programming paradigm to route data, process it, save it, and send the outcomes to other
programs, MATLAB scripts, and even Arduino boards.
One of the most exciting features of the Simulink VPL is the possibility of designing
programs that could be uploaded to Arduino boards directly from within MATLAB IDE.
This lab will give a brief introduction to Simulink and the workflow. [7]

5.1.4
A.

Workshop
Simulink Block Diagrams

Simulink is a dynamic system modeling and simulation platform with graphical modeling
and simulation capabilities. Students can draw block diagrams, in which blocks represent
different aspects of a system. A block is a physical component, a tiny system, or a function
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that is fully defined by its input/output connection.
A block's definition is only complete when its inputs and outputs are defined; this job
is related to the model's aim. For example, if the modeling aim does not include its position,
the cart velocity may be a suitable choice as an output.
Simulink supports block libraries, which are collections of blocks organized
according to functionality. Students will learn to simulate a megaphone that multiplies its
input by a constant, such as using a Gain block from the Math Operations library. As its
input, a sound wave enters the megaphone, and its output is a louder version of the same
wave. The > sign represents a block's inputs and outputs, which can be connected to other
blocks.
The students can connect blocks to construct systems; resulting in more
complicated functionality. An audio player, for example, converts a digital file into
sound. A digital representation is read from storage, mathematically processed, and then
converted into physical sound. One block might be the software that processes the digital
file to compute the sound waveform; another block can be the speaker that converts the
waveform to sound. The students will include a Sine Wave source in Simulink to
replicate the sine wave input to the megaphone.
Simulink's principal role is to model the behavior of system components over time.
In its most basic version, this duty is managing a clock, deciding the sequence in which
the blocks are to be simulated, and propagating the block diagram outputs to the next
block. If we think about the megaphone, Simulink must compute the sine wave value at
each time step, propagate it to the megaphone, and then compute the value of its output.
Each block computes its outputs from its inputs at each time step. Simulink selects
the next time step (depending on the model configuration and numerical solver
techniques) and advances the simulation clock after all of the signals in a diagram have
been calculated at a particular time step. Then, for this new time step, each block
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computes its output.
Time moves differently in simulation than it does on a real clock. Each time step
takes as long as it takes to complete the computations for that time step, whether it is a
fraction of a second or a few years. The effect of a component's input on its output is not
always immediate. Turning on a heater, for example, does not result in an instant change
in temperature. This action, on the other hand, provides students input to a differential
equation. The temperature's (a state's) history is also an influence. Simulink uses memory
and numerical solvers to determine the state values for the time step when simulation
necessitates solving a differential or difference equation. In this lab, students will learn
how to use Simulink. [7]

B.

Simulink Data Types

The Simulink has three data types:
•

Signals - Are block inputs and outputs that are calculated during simulation.

•

States - Internal values generated during simulation that represent the block's
dynamics.

•

Parameters – User-controlled values that alter the functionality of a block.

Simulink generates fresh values for signals and states at each step. In contrast, parameters
are specified when the model is built and can be changed while the simulation is ongoing.

C.

Create a Simple Model

Simulink may be used to model a system and then mimic its dynamic behavior. The
fundamental approaches used to generate a rudimentary model in this tutorial are the same
as those used to create more sophisticated models. This sample replicates a car's simple
motion.
When the gas pedal is depressed, the automobile is usually in motion. The
automobile idles and comes to a halt once the pedal is withdrawn. Simulink blocks are
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model elements that specify the mathematical connection between their input and output.
Four Simulink blocks are required to make this basic model.
Table 5.1.4-1: Block and Model Information

Block Name

Block Purpose

Model Purpose

Pulse Generator

Generate an input
signal for the model

Represent the
accelerator pedal

Gain

Multiply the input
signal by a constant
value

Calculate how
pressing the
accelerator affects the
car acceleration

Integrator,

Integrate the input
signal twice

Obtain position from
acceleration

Designate a signal as
an output from the
model

Designate the position
as an output from the
model

acceleration
Outport

When this model is simulated, a short pulse is integrated twice to produce a ramp.
The outcomes are displayed in a Scope window. The input pulse indicates a gas pedal press:
1 when the pedal is pushed, 0 when it is not. The rising distance from the starting point is
the output ramp.

D.

Launch New Model

The students will learn how to create a model using the Simulink Editor. First, they will
launch MATLAB and click the Simulink button in the MATLAB toolstrip. Second, they
will select the Blank Model template from the drop-down menu. Third: they will select
Save > Save as from the Simulation tab and enter a name for the model in the File name
text box. For instance, a simple model. Save the file. The file extensions are used to store
the model.
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E.

Launch the Simulink Library Browser

The students will learn more about the Simulink Library Browser which has a collection of
block libraries arranged by functionality. Most workflows use the following libraries:
•

Continuous: Components for systems that have continuous states.

•

Discrete: System blocks having discrete states

•

Math Operations: Algebraic and logical equations are implemented using blocks.

•

Sinks: These are blocks that store and display the signals that link to them.

•

Sources: These are the blocks that create the signal values that power the model.
First, they will select the Library Browser button from the Simulation tab. Second:

they will set the Library Browser to always appear on top of other desktop windows. After,
they will select the Stay on the top button from the Simulink Library Browser toolbar.
Third: they will select a category and then a functional area in the left pane to view the
block libraries and enter a search phrase to search all of the available block libraries. Last,
they will find the Pulse Generator block. They will enter the pulse in the search box on the
browser toolbar and hit Enter. Simulink searches the libraries for blocks that include the
word "pulse" in their name or description and then shows them.

F.

Insert Blocks into a Model

The students will learn how to browse the collection and add the blocks to begin creating
the model. First, they will drag the Pulse Generator block from the Sources library into the
Simulink Editor. A duplicate of the Pulse Generator block appears in the model, along with
a text box for the Amplitude parameter's value and they can enter 1. Throughout the
simulation, parameter values are retained. Second: they will use the same method by adding
the following blocks to the model.
Table 5.1.4-2: Block and Library

Block

Library
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Gain

Simulink/Math Operation

Integrator, Second Order

Simulink/Continuous

Outport

Simulink/Sinks

Third, they will create a second Outport block by duplicating the first and pasting it
at a different location with keyboard shortcuts. The model now has the necessary blocks.
Last, they will arrange the blocks by clicking and dragging a corner to resize a block.

G.

Connect Blocks

The students will learn how to create lines between the blocks' output and input ports to
connect them. First, they will click the output port on the right side of the Pulse Generator
block. A blue chevron sign indicates the output port and all connection-ready input ports.
Second, they will point to the cue to see the connection cue. Third, they will tap the cue and
Simulink links the blocks with a line and an arrow showing the signal flow direction.
Fourth, they will connect the Gain block's output port to the Integrator, Second-Order
block's input port. Fifth, they will connect the Integrator, Second-Order block's two outputs
to the Outport blocks. Last, they will back up the model and click Save on the Simulation
tab.

H.

Add Signal Viewer

The students will learn to connect the first output to a Signal Viewer to see the simulation
results. First, they will press the signal and click Add Viewer on the Simulation tab, under
Prepare. Second, they will choose Scope. On the signal, a viewer icon appears, and a scope
window opens. By double-clicking the symbol, they may access the scope at any moment.

I.

Run Simulation

The students will learn to simulate the model once they have defined the configuration
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settings. First, they will set the simulation stop time on the Simulation tab by altering the
value in the toolstrip. For this model, the default stop time of 10.0 is suitable. There is no
unit for this time value. The time unit in Simulink is determined by how the equations are
written. This example replicates the simple motion of an automobile for 10 seconds;
alternative models may use milliseconds or years as time units. Second, they will start the
simulation by pressing the Run button. The simulation runs and displays the results in the
viewer.

J.

Annotate Signals

The students will learn how to add signal names to the model. They will double-click the
signal and type the signal name. They will click away from the text box to finish.

K.

Compare Multiple Signals

The students will learn how to contrast the measured distance signal with the real distance
signal. They will make a Scope Viewer and connect it to the real distance signal and Select
Create & Connect Viewer > Simulink > Scope from the menu that appears when they rightclick the signal. The signal's name shows in the viewer's title.

5.2
5.2.1

Simulink with Arduino Mega 2560
Introduction

In this lab, students will demonstrate how to run a Simulink model on an Arduino board
using the Simulink Support Package for Arduino Mega 2560. The Simulink Support
Package for Arduino Hardware allows us to design and operate Simulink modules on the
Arduino board. The target provides a Simulink library for setting and interacting with
Arduino sensors, actuators, and communication interfaces. Furthermore, the target allows
us to monitor and tweak algorithms running on the Arduino board using the same Simulink
models that may be used to build the algorithms. Therefore, students will learn how to build
and execute a basic Simulink model on an Arduino board. [8]
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5.2.2

Lab Objectives

In this lab the students will be expected to achieve the following:
•

Learn about Simulink with Arduino Hardware

•

Learn how to build and execute a basic Simulink model on an Arduino board

5.2.3

Required Hardware

To run this example, students will need the following hardware:

5.2.4
A.

•

Supported Arduino board

•

USB cable

•

LED

•

220 Ohm resistor

•

Breadboard wires

•

Breadboard

Workshop
Connect LED to Output Pin of Arduino Hardware

In this exercise, the students will attach an LED to an Arduino output pin to observe
changes in the pin's logical state. They will connect one end of the 220 Ohm resistor to
the Arduino board's output pin 9 while making use of the recommended breadboard and
breadboard wires. After, they will connect the LED's long (positive) leg to the resistor and
connect the short (negative) leg to the Arduino board's ground pin.
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Figure 5.2.4.1: Connect LED to Arduino Mage 2560

B.

Review Arduino Block Library

Simulink Support Package for Arduino Hardware makes it simple to design algorithms
that employ Arduino sensors and actuators by adding blocks to the Simulink model. The
blocks are used to configure and read and write data to the related sensors and actuators.
The students will enter slLibraryBrowser at the MATLAB prompt. This opens the
Simulink Library Browser. They will navigate to Simulink Support Package for Arduino
Hardware > Common in the Simulink Library Browser. Following this, they will select
the Digital Output block by double-clicking it and examine the block mask for a
description of the block as well as settings for configuring the related Arduino digital
output pin.

C.

Create Simulink Model for Arduino Hardware

In this exercise, students will develop a basic Simulink model that changes the state of the
Arduino digital output pin in this task. First, they will open MATLAB and go to Home >
New > Simulink Model. Second, they will add the Simulink Sources library's Pulse
Generator block to the model. Third, they will select the Pulse Generator block, and set
the Sample time parameter to 0.1 second and the Pulse-type parameter to Sample based.
Next, they will add the Digital Output block to the model by dragging it there and using
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the block's default settings. Last, they will join the Pulse Generator and Digital Output
blocks.

D.

Configure and Run the Model on Supported Arduino Hardware

In this exercise, they will configure and execute the model on the compatible Arduino
board. They will use a USB cord to connect the Arduino board to their computer. In the
Simulink model, they will access the Configuration Parameters dialog by clicking
Simulation > Model Configuration Parameters. They will go to the Hardware
Implementation window and choose the Arduino hardware from the Hardware board
parameter list and make sure no other parameters should be altered. On the Simulink
model's Hardware page, under the Mode section, they will choose Run on board and then
click Build, Deploy & Start. The Simulink model will be deployed to the Arduino
hardware that is attached. They will take note of the LED linked to pin 9. The LED
should flash once per second. They will make a backup of their Simulink model.

5.3
5.3.1

IDE Getting Started with Arduino Mega 2560
Introduction

Arduino is a free and open-source electronics platform that features basic hardware and
software. Arduino boards can read inputs and transform them into outputs like running a
motor or turning on an LED. It may operate the board by sending a sequence of
commands to its microprocessor. To do this, the Arduino programming language (based
on Wiring) and the Arduino Software Integrated Development Environment (IDE) (based
on Processing) are needed. [9]
Arduino has acted as the brain of hundreds of projects over the years, ranging from
basic domestic devices to complex scientific equipment. A global community of
makers—students, amateurs, artists, programmers, and professionals—has gathered
around the Arduino IDE open-source platform, and their efforts have resulted in an
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astonishing amount of accessible material that may be of great benefit to both novices and
experts.
The Ivrea Interaction Design Institute developed Arduino as a basic tool for quick
prototyping aimed toward students with no prior knowledge with electronics or
programming. As the Arduino board became more popular, it continued to grow to suit
new demands and difficulties, progressing from basic 8-bit boards to solutions for IoT
applications, wearables, 3D printing, and embedded settings.

5.3.2

Lab Objectives

In this lab the students will be expected to achieve the following:
•

Learn about the Arduino MEGA2560 Board

•

Learn how to use digital inputs/outputs and serial communication

•

Learn how to get started with the Web Editor

•

Learn how to download and install the Arduino IDE 2.0

•

Learn to create an account (required to use the Web Editor)

•

Learn to download and install the Create Plugin

•

Learn to recognize the board by the computer

•

Learn to upload a simple blink example

5.3.3

Requirements

The required equipment and software for this lab are
•

Arduino Mega 2560 Board

•

USB wire

•

LEDs

•

220-ohm resistors

•

Hook-up wires
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•

Breadboard

•

Arduino Web Editor

•

Create Agent

5.3.4

Background

Arduino produces a variety of boards, each with its own set of capabilities. Furthermore,
because Arduino boards are open-source hardware, people may tweak and build variants
that give even more form factors and capabilities. Over the years, Arduino has developed
a variety of boards, each one with different capabilities and functionalities. For instance,
there is a different MKR board for each communication protocol, such as Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, LoRa, SigFox, GSM and so on. The most popular board for beginners is
the Arduino UNO. Based on the ATmega328P processor from ATMEL, it is the most
used board of the whole Arduino family, as well as the most robust, perfect for getting
started at tinkering with the platform. [10]

5.3.5

Working with Digital Outputs

The pins on the Arduino boards can be used to control and communicate with external
components, such as LEDs, motors, or sensors. The pins can be configured either as
INPUT or OUTPUT. Pins configured as INPUT enable the board to read values from
external components attached to the pin, such as the light intensity from a phototransistor
or the state of a button. When pins are configured as OUTPUT, the board will be able to
control and communicate with actuators, lighting up an LED or playing sound on a
buzzer.
Pins configured as OUTPUT are said to be in a low-impedance state. In this
configuration, the pin can provide current to other circuits. Output pins in the MEGA2560
can source up to 7 mA (milliamps) of current per I/O pin to other devices and circuits.
This means that students cannot, for example, drive a motor directly from a pin because
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the current will not suffice. Students will need to consider the use of drivers of different
types to achieve different tasks like lighting up high-power LEDs, driving motors, or
activating relays.
Digital pins can only have two states, ON and OFF or, as labeled in the Arduino
programming language, HIGH and LOW. Students can use the digitalWrite() function to
set a pin to the desired state, indicating between the brackets which pin they want to act
upon and the state they want it to be in.

5.3.6
A.

Workshop
Getting started with the Web Editor [11]

The Web Editor is an excellent tool for interacting with the Arduino board. It maintains
all of students s’ drawings online, does not require core installation, and contains the
majority of the popular libraries. Getting started with the Web Editor is simple. This is a
guideline on how Getting started with the Web. This guideline works with all official
Arduino boards.

• Setting up the Web Editor & Creating an Account
The first step is to sign up for an account. This is accomplished by going to
login.arduino.cc/login. The students may either manually create an account or login
using a browser.

• Installing the Plugin
The students will need to install the Create Plugin once they have created and
activated their accounts. This is accomplished by going to the Create Agent
Installation page.

• Uploading a Simple Example
The students will browse the Web Editor by Clicking on the Web Editor button. Once
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they are in the Web Editor, they can see any board that they have connected to the
computer. After, they will check if connected boards can be found.
The students can test it out by uploading the basic Blink example. This is done by
navigating to Examples > 01.Basics > Blink and then they will select the blink
example. To upload it, students will click on the arrow in the top left corner of the
editor.

B.

Downloading and installing the Arduino IDE 2.0 [12]

The Arduino IDE 2.0 is a community-driven open-source project. It is a significant
improvement over its stable predecessor, Arduino IDE 1.x, and has a redesigned user
interface, a better board and library management, a debugger, an autocomplete tool, and
much more. In this part, students will learn to test the MEGA2560 board. They will need
to install the Arduino IDE. There are two different versions of the IDE: the classic offline
Java IDE, and the newer cloud based Create IDE. At the time of writing, the interaction
between MATLAB and Arduino is possible only through the classic IDE and therefore
the following explanations will be about configuring this specific tool.
The students will choose the version corresponding to the operating system in their
computer and follow the instructions. The Arduino server will give them more
information about this process.

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide
• Download the Editor
The students will know how to download and install the Arduino IDE 2.0 on their
Windows, Mac, or Linux computers. They can easily download the editor from
the Arduino Software page and discover information about the different editors that
are accessible here.
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• Upload a Sketch with the Arduino IDE 2.0
This guide will walk students through selecting a board connected to their computer
and uploading a sketch to that board using the Arduino IDE 2.0.

• Verify VS Upload
When posting a sketch to a board, there are two key tools: verify and upload. The
verify tool just runs over the drawing, looking for flaws and compiling it. The
upload tool works in the same way, except after compiling the code, it also uploads
it to the board.

• Uploading a Sketch
This is a guide on how to upload a sketch. The students will open the Arduino IDE
2.0. They will look at the toolbar at the top of the editor. A checkmark and an arrow
pointing right may be found on the far left. The checkmark represents verification,
and the arrow represents upload. They will select the Verify tool (checkmark).
After, students may be certain that it will compile because they are confirming an
empty sketch. The outcome of the activity is displayed in the console after a few
seconds (black box in the bottom).
Following, the students now will know that their code has been compiled and
is operational. Before they can upload the code to their board, they must first pick
the board that they will be utilizing. They may accomplish that by going to Tools >
Port > Board. The board(s) linked to their computer should display here, and they
must pick it by clicking on it. The students are ready to start now that the board has
been chosen! When they click the upload button, the sketch will begin to be
uploaded to the board. Once it is completed, a notice appears in the bottom right
corner of their IDE window. It may be some issues when uploading, and these faults
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will also be recorded here.

5.4
5.4.1

Getting to Know the Robot Hardware
Introduction

This lab will specify the hardware requirements for the robot and will cover all the different
sensors, resistors, and equipment that have been used for the robot. It will explain all of the
system inputs and outputs, along with their circuit connection, general information,
background, module number, and the pinout that has been used for the robot with the
Arduino Mega 2560.

5.4.2

Lab Objectives

In this lab the students will be expected to achieve the following:
•

Learn how to wire the circuit connection for the robot

•

Learn about Arduino Mega 2560 pinout

•

Learn about all the different input/output sensors and resistors

•

Learn about the power supply

5.4.3

Requirements
All the hardware requirements are explained in chapter 3

5.4.4

Background
All the background of the hardware requirements are explained in chapter 3

5.4.5
A.

Workshop
Introduction to All the Robot Inputs and Outputs

• General
In this section, the student will learn general information regarding all the robot
input and output sensors.

• Background
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In this section, the student will learn about the background for each input and output
sensor.

• Module Number
In this section, the student will learn the module number for each input and output
sensor.

• Pinout
In this section, the student will learn about the pinout for each input and output
sensor.

B.

Build the circuit connection/wiring for all the robot inputs/outputs
with Arduino Mega 2560
• The video
This video shows and explains how to build the circuit and wiring for all the inputs
and outputs connected to the Arduino Mega 2560.

• Arduino Mega 2560
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the Arduino Mega
2560

• Ultrasonic Sensor
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the two Ultrasonic
sensors.

• IR Sensor
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the 4 IR sensors.
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• LED
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the LEDs

• Wireless Transceiver
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the two wireless
transceivers.

• Motor
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the two motors.

• Wheel Encoder
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the two wheel
encoders.

• Motor Driver
In this section, the student will learn how to connect and wire the two motor drivers.

C.

Power Supply
• Operate 5 V
In this section, the student will learn how to operate a 5 V power supply.

• Operate 7 V
In this section, the student will learn how to operate a 7 V power supply.
•

Charge the battery

In this section, the student will learn how to charge the battery.

5.5
5.5.1

Getting Start on Moving the Robot
Introduction
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In this lab, the main goal is that students learn how to program the robot platform and
utilize it to explore robot movement using odometry. The students will especially look at
the challenges that arise when using raw odometry alone for position estimation and how
they influence the robot's ability to navigate independently along a given track.

5.5.2

Lab Objectives

In this lab, by following the directions, the students are expected to achieve the following:
•

Learn to control the robot’s stepper motors

•

Learn to use differential drive control to move the robot in prescribed motion:
o Straight forward
o At a right-angle turn
o In a circle
o Goal position
o Along a path
o Square
o Figure eight

•

Learn to characterize the impact of speed and distance on the ability to achieve the
expected robot path movements

•

Learn to identify odometry errors and find a tuning factor for systematic errors

•

Learn to write properly commented and modular code

•

Learn to write a technical memo to report the results of an experiment

•

Learn the issues of employing odometry alone for robot movement

•

Learn to use odometry to determine and describe the errors noticed when driving
the robot along the planned path

•

5.5.3

Learn how to increase robot route tracing performance by making improvements

Requirements
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•

Arduino IDE: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software

•

The Robot

•

Wall Adapter Power Supply

•

USB Cable

•

Arduino Mega 2560

•

Resistors

•

LEDs

5.5.4

Background [13] & [14]

Locomotion is the movement of a robot from one location to another. Odometry is a
method of using dead reckoning to calculate a robot's location based on the robot's
previous position as well as the robot's current heading and velocity. This approach has
the advantages of being self-contained, constantly providing an estimate of location, and
positions may be discovered anywhere along curved pathways. The downside is that the
location inaccuracy develops with time, necessitating careful measurement of wheel
velocities.
Odometry errors may be classified into numerous forms, including systematic
errors caused by mismatched wheel diameters, wheel misalignment, finite encoder
resolution, and finite encoder sampling rate. Non-systematic odometry error also exists,
such as travel across uneven surfaces, unexpected items on the floor, and wheel slippage.
Finally, odometry mistakes include imprecise measurements, faulty control models, and
immeasurable physical properties. Because of these errors in dead reckoning, a robot
crossing a square route produces a result similar to Figure 5.5.4.1. Because of the error
compounding, dead reckoning is best suited for short distances.
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Figure 5.5.4.1: Robot Odometry Error

The majority of mobile robots have wheels with actuators. The actuator is often a
motor with an encoder that provides feedback on how much and in which direction the
motor shaft was turned. This enables the robot to calculate its location in relation to a
starting point. Stepper motors work by sequentially activating a motor's numerous coils in
order to spin a magnetic field through its various windings. As a consequence, the shaft
rotates in distinct angular motions known as steps. A 360-degree wheel revolution is split
into a fixed number of steps in a stepper motor. Depending on the stepping sequence, each
step advances the motor a percentage of a revolution, either forward or backward.
The robot platform employs stepper motors with 200 steps per wheel revolution.
That indicates that each wheel in the robot has a minimum granularity of 360/200 = 1.8
degrees every step. From the perspective of a locomotive, this is a 'fine' granularity. Even
with 'locomotive accuracy' enabled by the tiny stepping distance of stepper motors,
mechanical systems are not without flaws. Wheels may slip from the surface, and stepper
motors may make errors along the way. Furthermore, the terrain's topography may
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compound the situation. As a result, odometry readings will gradually accrue inaccuracies.
An encoder or other feedback sensor should be used to regularly blank out or reset
the accumulating error for accuracy. It is important to note that when a robot lacks sensor
feedback (encoders), dead reckoning is the sole way for predicting the robot's position.
There is no way to adjust the position without the encoders.
In this lab, the students will utilize odometry ideas to program the robot's go-toangle and go-to-goal behaviors. While remembering that they will never be able to
compensate for all odometry errors and must learn to apply the best solution taking this
variable into account. To employ feedback control to execute these behaviors, sensors
must be used to measure the robot's actual position and compare it to the planned position
in order to determine the controller's error input. Figure 5.5.4.2 depicts the required
feedback control mechanism.

Figure 5.5.4.2: Robot Motion Feedback Control System

Utilizing forward kinematics, students may estimate the measured angle or target
by using velocity and time or the number of steps.
To implement the Go-To-Goal behavior, the robot would compute the angle to the
goal point and then turn and move ahead to the goal using the Go-To-Angle behavior. As a
result, the Go-To-Angle behavior should come first. A slightly complicated method of
implementing the Go-To-Target behavior is to move the robot in both linear and rotational
motion as it approaches the goal point. Students will utilize the differential drive robot
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model to compute the needed motion given a constant linear velocity and variable
rotational velocity in order to employ this model. This strategy would need the robot to
calculate the vector to the objective location progressively as it progresses in order to
converge on the spot within some error. The Go-To-Goal behavior might be created by
creating the behavior with a P controller.

5.5.5
A.

Workshop
Installation

In this section, the students will have or download the latest version of the Arduino IDE
to their computer. After, they will download the Lab 01 files. The files are an Arduino
sketch to help get the robot moving and the AccelStepper library. Next, the students will
install the latest version of the AccelStepper library by clicking Tools -> Manage
Libraries-> filter search for Accelstepper and click install or by following the directions at
the following link:
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Libraries#toc2
They will review the documentation and examples in the AccelStepper library
folder, to understand what it does. It is most important for students to understand the
functions that use blocking or reset the speed to zero. The students will be provided with
the beginning sample code to help them get the robot moving. It also shows the proper
way to comment on their code. They will modify the comments, add additional
comments, create new functions, and add and modify the code based upon the lab
requirements. They will use the USB cord to connect the robot microcontroller to their
computer and wait for the driver to install it.

B.

Robot Motion

The robot uses the A4988 Stepper Motor Driver StepStick to drive the stepper motors. [4]
In this section, the students will experience having the robot continue to move forward
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and backward in one full rotation until they turn the power off. They will change the
stepTime variable to a different value between 300 and 4000 and observe how this
changes the robot’s behavior. The students also will change the library functions to some
of the other library function options listed in the comments and make observations about
the change in robot behavior. The function options are move (), moveTo (), stop (), run (),
runSpeed (), runToPositionI (), runToNewPosition() and runSpeedToPosition(). Next,
they will be able to write their programs and to create functions.

C.

AccelStepper Library

In this section, students will run each of the example programs from the AccelStepper
library to understand what the various functions do. These examples are in the
AccelStepper library zip folder. They can access them from the IDE by clicking File>Examples->AccelStepper->

D.

•

Blocking

•

Bounce

•

ConstantSpeed

•

MultipleSteppers

•

MultiStepper

•

Overshoot

•

ProportionalControl

•

Quickstop

•

Random

Motion Functions

In this section, students will create some frequently used robot motion functions. The
students will turn on a different LED for each function in order to get in the habit of using
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LEDs to indicate the robot’s state. Figure 5.5.5.1 gives an example of the robot’s motions.
They will wire a red, green, and yellow LED to pins 5, 6, and 7 on the microcontroller.
Each LED should be in series with a 220W resistor. The short leg or flag edge of the cap
must go to the ground.
First, a robot moves forward is when the wheels move in the same direction at the
same speed. They will write a forward() function for the robot where the input is the
distance or forward movement time or speed. They will test their robot, and how many
steps it takes to move forward 2 feet. They can measure the diameter of their wheel as a
starting point to estimate this value.
Second, the robot’s reverse is when the wheels move in the same direction at the
same speed. They will write a reverse() function for the robot where the input is the
distance or reverse time or speed. Third, a robot stop is obviously when the robot stops
moving. They will write a stop() function. Fourth, a robot spin is when the wheels move
in opposite directions at the same speed. They will write a spin() function for the robot
where the input is the direction of the spin or spin time or speed. They will test their
robot, and how many steps take to spin the robot 90 degrees.
Fifth, a robot pivot is when one wheel is stationary, and the other wheel moves
forward or backward. They will write a pivot() function for the robot where the input is
either the direction or which wheel should move forward or backward or pivot time or
speed. They will test their robot, and how many steps it takes to pivot the robot 90
degrees. Sixth, a robot turn is when the wheels move in the same direction at different
speeds. They will write a turn() function for the robot where the input is the direction of
the turn or turn time or velocity differential.
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Figure 5.5.5.1: Robot Motion Summary

The students will use runSpeed() or runSpeedToPosition() for the turn function.
They will need to call them in a loop() to continuous increment the steps. They will also
need to setSpeed() right before the run function. If setSpeed() does not seem to be working
then use setMaxSpeed().

E.

Circle and Figure 8

In this section, students will write a “moveCircle()” function to move the robot in a circle
with the diameter and direction as the input (see Figure 5.5.5.2). They should call the
moveCircle() function from the loop() function. They will try to adjust the code so that
the robot will start and end at the same point.

Figure 5.5.5.2: Circle Robot Motion

Next, they will create a “moveFigure8()” function to move the robot in a figure
eight using two circles (see Figure 5.5.5.3). The students will try to adjust the code so that
the robot passes through the same center point of figure 8 each time. They should call the
moveCircle() function twice to create the moveFigure8() function. This means they may
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need to modify the moveCircle() function and pass it a direction variable. They should call
the moveFigure8() function from the loop() function.

Figure 5.5.5.3: Figure Eight Robot Motion

F.

Go To Angle Behavior

In this section, students will create a method to implement the Go-To-Angle behavior.
They will use the atan2(y,x) function to put their angles in the correct quadrant. Next,
they will input a given angle in degrees and the robot should spin or pivot to the given
angle. The robot should be able to take negative and positive angles to move clockwise or
counterclockwise. They may have to add a variable to the function to indicate whether the
robot should move left or right. The students will use the right-hand rule, positive angles
move the robot left. After, students will take measurements to estimate the accuracy of
the Go-To-Angle behavior. The students’ code should be modular with the goToAngle()
written as a function that is called from the loop() function.

G.

Go To Goal Behavior

In Go To Goal behavior, the students will create a method to implement the Go-To-Goal
behavior. Next, they will have the robot move to the given goal position and stop within a
certain error. Next, the students will take measurements to estimate the accuracy of the
Go-To-Goal behavior. The students’ code should be modular with the goToGoal() written
as a function that is called from the loop() function when the button is pressed. The
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goToGoal() function could use the goToAngle() and goToGoal functions or some of the
other primitive move functions.

H.

Square Path

Now that students have functions to create robot motion, they will create a function to
move the robot in a square “2-3ft X 2-3ft”. First, students will write a program to move
the robot in a square path with sides specified in the function (see Figure 5.5.5.4). Next,
students will compare encoder ticks and desired steps to stop the robot to make the square
more accurate to try to correct for odometry. Alternately they could use encoder ticks to
move the robot. They can implement a proportional controller that compares the desired
steps and encoder ticks in order to correct for odometry in the square function.

Figure 5.5.5.4: Square Robot Motion

I.

Maze Path

Now that students have functions to create robot motion, they will create a function to
move the robot in a maze. The students will write a program to move the robot in a maze
path with sides specified in the function (see Figure 5.5.5.5). Following, the students will
compare encoder ticks and desired steps to stop the robot to make the maze more accurate
to try to correct for odometry. Alternately they could use encoder ticks to move the robot.
Also, they can implement a proportional controller that compares the desired steps and
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encoder ticks in order to correct for odometry in the maze function.

Figure 5.5.5.5: Maze Robot Motion

5.6
5.6.1

Obstacle Avoidance
Introduction

The capacity to travel in a safe manner in an area is a vital feature of an autonomous
robot. The goal of this lab is to train the robot to roam randomly and avoid obstacles. The
software should be designed using subsumption architecture, with layer 0 of the students
control architecture containing the collision and run-away behaviors to keep the robot
from colliding with obstacles. Layer 1 will have random wander behavior, in which the
robot moves a random distance and/or direction every n seconds.
In this laboratory practice, students will use exteroceptive sensor data to guide the
movement of the robot for the first time. They will specifically use the onboard infrared
(IR) proximity sensors installed on the robot to provide feedback on the presence (or
absence) of impediments to the robot's front, back, and left and right sides. They will
allow the robot to navigate the world while avoiding recognized impediments.
Additionally, they will add an ultrasonic range sensor to the robot as an additional
exteroceptive sensor. They will learn to trigger and collect distance data, investigate the
sensing technology's limits, and use the ultrasonic sensor to develop an obstacle
avoidance routine for the robot.
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Because it is critical to navigating a congested environment safely, students will
implement the Avoid-Obstacle and Random Wander behaviors in this lab. They will add
additional features and behaviors to the robot, so design the system to be as modular as
possible so that they can reuse algorithms and scripts and build on previous work. One
approach is to employ a subsumption architecture with levels, with the most fundamental
layer being motion control and obstacle avoidance.

5.6.2

Lab Objectives

In this lab, by following the directions, the students are expected to achieve the following:
•

Learn how to read the robot's onboard front, back, left, and right sides IR
proximity sensor.

•

Experiment with different ways to apply an avoidance behavior (such as
stopping, backing up, turning, and moving forward).

•

Learn to create a collide or runaway behavior that allows the robot to travel
around freely when no impediments are identified.

•

Learn to experiment with the IR proximity sensor and monitor sensor response
with different obstructions in front of the robot (bright, dark, at an angle, shiny,
soft, rough) to define the range, efficacy, and limits of IR reflection sensing
technology.

•

Learn to mount infrared and/or sonar sensors on the robot

•

Learn to acquire and use data from all of the robot's range sensors

•

Learn to write random wander and obstacle avoidance behaviors on the robot
using sensor feedback and a bang-bang or proportional controller

•

Learn to use modular programming to implement subsumption architecture or a
state machine on the robot

•

Learn to move the robot securely in an obstacle-filled area.
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5.6.3

Background

The IR proximity sensor is a reflection sensor that produces and detects infrared light
reflected from any surface within the device's detection range. To detect an item at a
distance of 4 inches, the device includes an infrared emitting diode, a detector, and signal
processing circuitry. Normally, the color, texture, angle, and materials of an item
influence how much-infrared light is reflected or absorbed by the IR sensor, and therefore
how accurately an object can be identified by an infrared sensor.
Based on the duration of flight for infrared light, the Sharp IR sensor will return an
analog value proportionate to the distance to an object. To compute distance, the analog
ultrasonic sensor generates a sound (ping) and calculates the time it takes for the sound to
return. To achieve the same computation, the digital ultrasonic sensor employs a trigger
pin and echo. The ambient light, color, texture, material, and angle of incidence, like with
all IR and sonar, dictate how much energy is returned, and this, along with specular
reflection, may impair precise readings.
Sensor feedback will be used to avoid obstacles. The IR or sonar sensor detects the
distance to an obstacle, and the difference between the intended and actual distance is
utilized to move the robot wheels. If the distance to the obstacle is within a defined error
band, the robot will halt; otherwise, the robot will continue to go forward. This is known
as BANG-BAND or ON-OFF control because the controller either influences or does not
affect the robot motors. The sensor data will be used to generate a polar plot, and the
robot will move away proportionally to the distance to the item as well as the direction of
the obstacle. Because the size of the mistake affects the change in robot motion, this sort
of control is known as proportional control. Figure 4.6.3.1 depicts a feedback control
system for the robot's obstacle avoidance behavior.
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Figure 5.6.3.1: Closed-loop-feedback-control-system-principle

The ultrasonic sensor has distinct peculiarities. First, the ultrasonic sensor has a
greater detection range, detecting objects at distances ranging from 2cm (0.8in) to 3
meters (3.3 yards). Second, unlike IR sensors, which are just 'ON/OFF' sensor devices
(the item is either obstructing or not blocking), ultrasonic sensors give information that
can be utilized to compute the distance to the target, opening up a world of creative
possibilities. However, unlike the IR sensor, the ultrasonic device is susceptible to
specular reflection and will not detect objects at angles of 45 degrees or less from the
robot's forward motion. Furthermore, unlike line-of-sight IR sensors, the ultrasonic ping
generated by the sensor has a 'conical' beam form with a narrow beam width between 50
to 60 degrees. [15]

5.6.4
A.

Workshop
Mount IR and Sonar Sensors to Robot

The students will install the IR sensors to the robot's front, rear, left, and right sides. The
IR sensor is an analog sensor, students will connect the signal wire (yellow or white) to
one of the microcontroller's analog pins (A0-A15). After, they will connect the black wire
to the breadboard's ground buss (blue line). Last, they will connect the red wire to the
breadboard's 5V buss (the red line nearest to the power switch). The Sharp IR sensor
pinout is shown in Figure 5.6.4.1 and the circuit connection is in table 4.5.4-1.
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Figure 5.6.4.1: Sharp IR Sensor Pin Out
Table 5.6.4-1: Circuit Connection of IR Sensor

Circuit Connection
Sharp 2Y0A21 Sensors

Arduino Microcontroller

Yellow wire (signal)

A0-A15

Black wire (GND)

GND

Red wire (+5)

5V

The students will attach two digital sonar sensors to the robot and connect the white
signal line to one of the analog pins on the microcontroller (A0-A15). They can use
analog pins whether they have a digital or analog sonar sensor. They will connect the
black wire to the ground buss (blue line) on the breadboard. They will connect the red
wire to the 5V buss (the red line closest to the power switch) on the breadboard. Figure
5.6.4.2 shows the various sonar sensors and if they have a sensor with 4 pins, simply they
can tie the trigger and echo pins together.
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a. Parallax Ping Digital

b. HC-SR04 Digital

Figure 5.6.4.2: Sonar Sensor Types

B.

Infrared Range Sensor Calibration

In this part, students will create a program that uses the analog value from the sensor to
read it.
int value = 0;
value = analogRead(SensorPin);
Because there will be some inaccuracy in the IR sensor, the students will use an
average of sensor readings rather than utilizing a single data point. By utilizing, they may
modify the software program to take an average of every 5 sensor values.
int value = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 4 ; i++) {
value = value + analogRead(SensorPin);
}
value=value/5;
Next, they will change the program such that the IR sensor data is shown on the
serial monitor. To do this, they will include Serial.begin(9600); in the setup() code. After
they have calculated the average of the five IR sensor readings, they will add
Serial.println(value); and click the hourglass on the upper right of the IDE to access the
serial monitor. They will record the analog value given by the sensor for distances and
that the sensors have a range and a dead zone; thus it may be inaccurate.

C.

Sonar Range Sensor Calibration
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In this section, the students will create a program that uses the following code in a loop to
read the digital value from the digital sensor.
long value;
pinMode(ftSonarPin, OUTPUT);//set the PING pin as an output
digitalWrite(ftSonarPin, LOW);//set the PING pin low first
delayMicroseconds(2);//wait 2 us
digitalWrite(ftSonarPin, HIGH);//trigger sonar by a 2 us HIGH PULSE
delayMicroseconds(5);//wait 5 us
digitalWrite(ftSonarPin, LOW);//set pin low first again
pinMode(ftSonarPin, INPUT);//set pin as input with duration as reception time
value = pulseIn(ftSonarPin, HIGH);//measures how long the pin is high
The students will decrease error by utilizing the average of 5 sensor values and they
will examine the sonar range and accuracy.

D.

Avoid-Obstacle Behavior (Layer 0)

Primitive behaviors are used as control modules in behavior-based programming.
Primitive behaviors are focused on obtaining or sustaining a single, long-term objective.
They receive sensor inputs (or other behaviors) and provide outputs to actuators (or other
behaviors). Figure 5.6.4.3 shows the robot primitives for a behavior-based control
architecture. Figure 5.6.4.3 is the Avoid-Obstacle behavior and Layer 0 of the
subsumption architecture.

Figure 5.6.4.3: Level 0 – Obstacle Avoidance

In this section, the students will design avoid-obstacle behavior. The rudimentary
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behaviors of collide or runaway will be used by the obstacle avoidance behavior.
In the collide behavior, the robot will drive ahead and halt when an obstruction is
identified, then resume forward motion after the object has been eliminated. To illustrate
the clash behavior, the robot should move forward until it comes to a complete halt
without colliding with an object. Consider the collide behavior to be the aggressive young
person who approaches close but stops short of touching the object.
In the runaway behavior, the robot will go forward or sit still, and when an
obstruction is detected, it will move away according to where the obstacle is sensed (feel
force). The potential field’s idea will guide the robot's movement. Build a plot of the
sensor values and use the total to create a repulsive vector to turn the robot away (i.e. feel
force). The robot should continue traveling while turning at an angle corresponding to the
repulsive vector. To illustrate runaway behavior, the robot should remain in the middle of
the floor until an object approaches, then move in the opposite direction to escape
depending on the potential field. Consider this conduct to be that of a shy young person
who does not want any item to get too close to him. It is also feasible to indicate run away
for an aggressive child who advances forward and then back when an object approaches.

E.

Random Wander (Layer 1)

In a random wander behavior, students will create a random wander procedure for the
robot to employ when exploring the room. This may be accomplished by creating a
random number every n seconds that reflects the robot's heading, steps, distance, or motor
speed. They may use any combination of these settings to direct the robot's exploration of
the area. They will set the robot on the floor and do random movements to illustrate this
behavior.

F.

Subsumption Architecture – Smart Wander Behavior (Layer 1)
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In this section, students will develop a smart wander behavior using the subsumption
architecture (see Figure 5.6.4.4). The perceptual schemas sense force and collide, whereas
the motor schemas run and collide. The elementary actions of running away and colliding
combine to form the abstract activity of obstacle avoidance. The wander module from
Part 3 forms the second layer of the architecture. The wander module sends the heading to
the avoid module, which uses the feel force and the wander heading to calculate which
direction the robot should turn to avoid the obstacle. The power of subsumption
architecture is demonstrated by the fact that the output of the upper level subsumes the
output of the lower level. The avoid module suppresses the output of the runaway module
and replaces it, causing the robot to turn.

Figure 5.6.4.4: Smart Wander Behavior

The students can enhance the random wander routine by including obstacle
avoidance (collide and run away). The robot should wander randomly until it encounters
an impediment. The robot should avoid the obstacle and continue to explore. The robot's
direction should be changed based on the force from the range sensors before turning and
moving away from the obstruction. Layer 1's avoid module combines the Feel Force
vector with the Wander vector. The Avoid module then takes over the Runaway module's
heading and replaces it with the adjusted heading as input to the Turn module. The
flexibility of execution based on inhibition and suppression is the strength of this form of
design. Figure 5.6.4.5 depicts a sample motion of the robot for the Avoid-Obstacle
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behavior.

Figure 5.6.4.5: Subsumption Architecture – Sample Robot Motion

If the robot reaches any local minimum locations, the application should give a way
to get it "unstuck" (i.e. oscillates between two obstacles). The software should be as
modular as possible, with various subroutines and behaviors that will be used in future
versions. The students will create a mechanism for testing and confirming that the
software works properly.

G.

Integrate Avoid-Obstacle and Go-To-Goal Behaviors (Layer 2)

In this section, the students will apply an alternative method of exploring the
surroundings which would be to direct the robot to a specified objective point or via
points. The approach will conclude with the integration of the Avoid-Obstacle and GoTo-Goal Behaviors. The robot should try to drive to the desired place and then halt within
a certain amount of time. If an obstacle is found, the robot should maneuver around it
until there is a clear line of sight to the target location, and then proceed to the goal
position. It should be noted that this behavior would have to supplant the random-wander
behavior.
To address this problem, students must utilize potential fields to find the sum of the
goal attraction vector and the obstacle repulsion vector. It is critical to monitor the robot's
condition and location while it avoids obstruction in order to calculate the new vector to
the target and to determine when to abandon the impediment and take a direct path to the
goal. Potential field navigation is another term for this. Figure 5.6.4.6 shows how to use
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potential fields to guide a robot toward a goal while avoiding obstacles. Figure 5.6.4.7
depicts a state machine that may be used to transition between avoid-obstacle and go-togoal modes.

Figure 5.6.4.6: Avoid-Obstacle & Go-To-Goal Behaviors

Figure 5.6.4.7: Avoid-Obstacle & Go-To-Goal State Machine

5.7
5.7.1

Wireless Communication with The Robot
Introduction

The goal of this lab is to connect the robot to the laptop or a game controller via a
wireless connection. It will be used to remotely control the robot (teleoperation).
Teleoperation is the most fundamental kind of robot control. The students will investigate
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all degrees of control, from teleoperation to totally autonomous. The students will create
wireless contact with the robot using keyboard numbers and drive it with a remote control
(WiiMote or PlayStation).

5.7.2

Lab Objectives

By following the directions in this lab, the students are expected to achieve the following:
•

Learn how to install the nrF24L01 wireless transceiver

•

Learn how to program the nrF24L01 wireless transceiver

•

Learn how to use the nRF24L01 transceiver modules to communicate
wirelessly between two Arduino

•

Learn how to establish wireless communication with the robot using
keyboard numbers

•

5.7.3

5.7.4

Learn to use remote control (WiiMote or PlayStation) to control the robot

Requirements
•

Base Robot

•

Wireless Controller (WiiMote, PlayStation Controller, Keyboard)

•

Arduino Mega 2560

•

Arduino UNO

•

2 nrF24L01 Wireless Transceivers

•

Various Wires

•

Arduino IDE: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software

Background [16]

The NRF24L01 is a wireless transceiver RF module with the ability to broadcast and
receive data. The NRF24L01 transceiver module operates in the 2.4 GHz band and has
baud rates ranging from 250 kbps to 2 Mbps. When utilized in open space and at a lower
baud rate, the range can extend to 100 meters. Table 4.6.4-1 provides the full
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specifications.
Table 5.7.4-1: NRF24L01’s Specifications

Frequency range

2.4 – 2.5GHz ISM band

Data rates

250Kbps / 1Mbps / 2Mbps

Max. output power

0dBm

Operating voltage

1.9 – 3.6V

Max. operating current

12.3mA

Standby current

22µA

Logic inputs

5V tolerant

Communication range

100m (open space)

The module may use 125 distinct channels, allowing for a network of 125
individually functional modems in one location. Each channel can contain up to six
addresses, and each unit can connect with up to six other units concurrently.
This module's power consumption during transmission is just about 12mA, which
is less than that of a single LED. The module's operational voltage ranges from 1.9 to
3.6V, but the other pins allow 5V logic, so the students can easily connect it to an
Arduino without needing any logic-level converters.
Three of the NRF24L01 pins are for SPI communication and must be linked to the
Arduino's SPI pins; however, each Arduino board has different SPI pins. The pins CSN
and CE may be attached to any digital pin on the Arduino board and are used to switch
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between transmitting and command mode, as well as to place the module in standby or
active mode. The last pin is an interrupt pin that is not required to be utilized.
The NRF24L01 is a wireless transceiver module with 8 pins that allow
communication in all boards and microcontrollers. The pin functionalities of this device
are utilized to interface with an Arduino or an external microcontroller. The pin
configuration/pin diagram of the NRF24L01 is shown below.

Figure 5.7.4.1: NRF24L01 Pinout

Pin 1 (GROUND/Vss): It serves as the system's common ground link.
Pin 2 (VCC): It refers to the 3.3 volt power supply pin provided to the module. The
NRF24L01 module requires two power supply pins to function.
Pin 3 (CE): Chip Enable: This is an input pin that allows data transmission and reception
in transmitter and receiver modes to be controlled. It turns on the SPI communication.
Pin 4 (CSN): Chip Select Not (CSN): It is an active-high pin that may transmit an SPI
command to the device or receive data from the chip over the SPI bus. It allows
communication to take place between the module and the microcontroller. When it is set
to active low, the SPI is deactivated and the NRF24L01 begins listening for data on the
SPI port for processing.
Pin 5 (SCK): Serial Clock: Serial Clock: It refers to the NRF24L01's clock pulse that
enables SPI communication. It sends data between the microcontroller and the module
based on the clock pulse.
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Pin 6 (MOSI): Master Out Slave in the NRF24L01 module receives data supplied by the
microcontroller through SPI. In this case, the microcontroller serves as the master and the
NRF24L01 serves as the slave. This pin refers to the MOSI pin connection on the SPI
interface of the microcontroller. It should be noted that the NRF24L01 module never
delivers data until the microcontroller first requests it.
Pin 7 (MISO): Master In Slave Out: It is connected to the microcontroller's MISO pin.
The microcontroller receives data supplied by the NRF24L01 module through the SPI
interface. In this case, the NRF24L01 module serves as the master, while the
microcontroller serves as the slave.
Pin 8 (IRQ): Interrupt Pin: It is a low-current active pin. This module has three interrupt
pins and creates an interrupt anytime fresh data arrives on the SPI bus. It can also be used
to convey feedback to the sender.
The nRF24L01+ module sends and receives data over a specified frequency known
as a channel. Two or more modules must be on the same channel in order to
communicate. This channel can operate at any frequency in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, or,
more precisely, between 2.400 and 2.525 GHz (2400 to 2525 MHz). Each channel
consumes less than one megahertz of bandwidth. With a 1MHz spacing, this gives us 125
potential channels. This implies that the nRF24L01+ can run on 125 distinct channels,
allowing students to create a network of 125 independently functioning modems in a
single area.
The following formula is used to compute the RF channel frequency of the
students’ chosen channel:
Freq(Selected) = 2400 + CH(Selected)
For instance, if channel 108 is selected for data transmission, the RF channel
frequency will be 2508 MHz (2400 + 108). The nRF24L01+ has a feature called
multiceiver. It is an abbreviation for Multiple Transmitter Single Receiver.
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Each RF channel in a multiceiver network is logically separated into six parallel
data channels known as data pipes. To put it another way, the data pipe is one of six
logical channels included within a single physical RF channel. Each data pipe has its own
unique address, which is referred to as a data pipe address. A packet may only be received
by one data pipe at a time.
It has three modes of operation: transmitter, receiver, and transceiver (both
transmitter and receiver). As a result, these modes are described further below.
•

When transmitting at 0dBm, the NRF24L01 consumes just 11.3mA of
electricity.

•

It consumes just 13.5mA of electricity while in receiving mode.

•

In the transceiver mode, the NRF24L01 module is utilized for long-distance
and fast data transmission using the SPI protocol.

5.7.5
A.

Workshop
Attach Wireless Transceivers

In this section, the students will learn to attach wireless transceivers. The nrF24L01
wireless transceiver (receiver) uses SPI communication and must use pins 50, 51, and 52
on the Arduino Mega 2560. On the robot microcontroller (Arduino Mega 2560), the
students will move the wire on pin 50 to pin 44, the wire from pin 52 to pin 46, and the
wire from pin 51 to pin 49. Figure 5.7.5.1 shows the wiring diagram to attach the
transceiver (receiver) to the Arduino Mega 2560. The students will connect the
transceiver (receiver) to the microcontroller (Arduino Mega 2560), on top of the robot,
and their code must have the following:
#define CE_PIN 7
#define CSN_PIN 8
RF24 radio(CE_PIN, CSN_PIN);
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Figure 5.7.5.1: Connect nRF24L01 wireless transceiver to Arduino MEGA 2560
Table 5.7.5-1: Circuit Connection of nRF24L01 & to Arduino MEGA 2560

Circuit Connection
Arduino Mega 2560

nRF24L01 Wireless Transceiver

GND

GND (Black wire)

3.3V

Vcc (Red wire)

Pin 7

CE (Blue wire)

Pin 8

CSN (Green wire)

Pin 52

SCK (Orange wire)

Pin 51

MOSI (Brown wire)

Pin 50

MISO (Purple)

No connected

IRQ

The transmitter is an Arduino Uno microcontroller, the students will connect it to
their laptops. Figure 5.7.5.2 shows the diagram to connect the nrF24L01 wireless
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transceiver (transmitter) to the Arduino Uno microcontroller attached to the laptop.

Figure 5.7.5.2: Connect nRF24L01 Wireless Transceiver to Arduino UNO

Table 5.7.5-2: Circuit Connection of nRF24L01 Wireless with Arduino UNO

Circuit Connection
Arduino UNO

nRF24L01 Wireless Transceiver

GND

GND (Black wire)

3.3V

Vcc (Red wire)

Pin 7

CE (Blue wire)

Pin 8

CSN (Green wire)

Pin 13

SCK (Orange wire)

Pin 11

MOSI (Brown wire)

Pin 12

MISO (Purple)

No connected

IRQ
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In the Arduino Sketch (.ino file), the students must change the CSN and CE pin
values to reflect where they are on the Uno or Mega and their code must have the
following:
#define CE_PIN 7
#define CSN_PIN 8
RF24 radio(CE_PIN, CSN_PIN);

B.

Test Connections

In this section, the students will install the RF24 library. They will create
“RobotReceiver.ino” program and verify and upload it to the microcontroller (Arduino
Mega 2560) mounted on the robot. They may eventually need to modify the code to
change radio.setChannel() to reduce interference. This means selecting any value between
1 and 125 that does not match another team.
They will create “RobotTransmitter.ino” program and verify and upload it to the
microcontroller connected to their laptop. They may eventually need to modify this code
to change radio.setChannel() to reduce interference. This means selecting any number
between 1 and 125 that does not match another team.
Next, they will open up the serial monitor for the COM port where the nrF24L01
wireless transceiver (transmitter) microcontroller (Arduino UNO) is connected to their
laptop. They can do this by clicking the magnifying glass in the corner of the Arduino
IDE for the RobotTransmitter program.
What they should observe is that as they type “1” and click Send in the serial
monitor, the LED on the robot microcontroller (Arduino Mega 2560) should flash ON
and then turn back OFF. If the communication is not working correctly, they can check
the hardware connections and troubleshoot.

C.

Keyboard Drive
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In this section, the students will create wireless communication with the robot through the
Keyboard. The students will modify their code to use the number pad to drive the robot
remotely. Since there are 9 keys, they can program at most 9 different functions. It is their
choice which ones to use. Alternately they can modify the code to use ASCII characters
to drive the robot instead of integers. Last, they will modify the code to use the keyboard
and serial monitor to select go-to-angle, go-to-goal, moveCircle, moveSquare, or
moveFigure8 functions as well as specify the input values for the functions.

D.

WiiMote Control

In this section, the students will create wireless communication with the robot through
WiiMote control. In order to use the WiiMote to control the robot the students will need
to keep the same connections for the 2 nRF24L01 wireless transceivers used for
Keyboard Drive in the prior 3 parts. Additionally, the students will need to add a 100mF
capacitor between the 3.3V line and ground on both boards to get enough power for the
WiiMote and wireless transceiver.
The first step is to pair the WiiMote with the laptop by clicking START and search
for “Add a Bluetooth device”. Second, the students will click 1 and 2 on WiiMote while
the laptop searches for devices. When the device shows up on the list as “Nintendo RVLCNT-01”, the students will click on it and click NEXT. There should now be 4 blue lights
flashing on the WiiMote. Next, the students will click “pair without using a code” and
wait for the driver to successfully install before moving on.
Next, they will install the WiiMote library and extract the “ardwiino” folder to a
directory location on the computer. They will double-click on run.bat in the folder and
they may have to modify the “app.js” file in the app folder to make sure the transmitter is
an Arduino UNO, and the receiver is an Arduino Mega 2560. Next, the students will
make sure all of the following are correct, and they may have to check 4 different places:
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sendProgram("transmitter", "uno", foundPorts[0], function(code, log)
sendProgram("receiverTest", "mega", foundPorts[0], function(code, log)
After that, the students will get communication set up with the WiiMote. As result,
if the code is working, they should see the WiiMote accelerometer and button states
scrolling down the screen. At the very end the Arduino IDE should open up with the code
“program.ino”. Next, the students will verify and download this program to the
microcontroller (Arduino Mega 2560) on the robot. The code shows how to blink and
LED by pressing the WiiMote A button or using the WiiMote accelerometer data to flash
the LED.
Next, the students will modify the code so that they can use the WiiMote controller
to drive the robot using the motion functions created in the last part of the lab. Last, they
will modify the code to use the WiiMote controller to select go-to-angle, go-to-goal,
moveCircle, moveSquare, or moveFigure8 functions as well as specify the input values
for the functions.

E.

PlayStation Control

In this section, the students will create wireless communication with the robot through
PlayStation control. This communication will only work if the PlayStation Controller has
the button to connect on the Bluetooth dongle. The PlayStation controller with no button
on the dongle never seems to be detected. First, the students will install the PS2X library.
Second, the students will connect/wire the PlayStation dongle to the microcontroller
Arduino Mega 2560 on the robot by using the connections in Table 4.6.5-3. The pins out
for the PlayStation Controller BlueTooth dongle are shown in Figure 5.7.5.3.
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Figure 5.7.5.3: PlayStation Controller Bluetooth Dongle

Table 5.7.5-3: Circuit connection of the PlayStation controller and Arduino MEGA 2560
# PlayStation

Arduino MEGA 2560

Controller
1 Data

2 Command

Empty row on the breadboard (i.e. 45J)
Pin 2 to row on the breadboard (i.e. 45F)
10 kW resistor from 5V to row on the breadboard (i.e.
45H)
Pin 3

3 Vibration

5V or not connected if the vibration is not needed

4 Ground

GND

5 Power

3.3V

6 Attention/Selec
t
7 Clock

Pin 4

8 Unknown

Not Connected

9 Acknowledge

Not Connected

Pin 5

After that, the students will write, verify and upload a code to the microcontroller
Arduino Mega 2560 on the robot. As result, if the hardware and software are working
correctly, the students should see the buttons pressed on the serial monitor. If they press
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the select and start buttons on the controller, they should see the LED on pin 13 on the
microcontroller turn on and off.
Next, the students will modify the code so that they can use the PlayStation
controller to drive the robot using the motion functions created in the last part of the lab.
Last, the students will modify the code to use the PlayStation controller to select go-toangle, go-to-goal, moveCircle, moveSquare, or moveFigure8 functions as well as specify
the input values for the functions.

5.8
5.8.1

Create Your Own Lab Adventure
Introduction

The goal of this lab is that students will learn how to design a new lab with one task for
the robot that is implemented utilizing a collection of three or more behaviors. They
design the job first, and then implement it utilizing existing behavior generated in
previous labs or by defining new behaviors as appropriate. The new behaviors must be
developed utilizing either existing or new sensors on the robot.

5.8.2

Lab Objectives

By following the directions in this lab, the students are expected to achieve the following:
•

Discover how to set up to three tasks for the robot by utilizing imagination
and combining prior capabilities (behaviors) of the robot and/or by
developing new behaviors using existing or new sensors.

•

Learn how to execute a task in a program structure by arranging numerous
behaviors; testing and adjusting them such that the behaviors individually
work together to generate an overall emergent task behavior.

•

Create a new lab and describe the process of producing each task, as well
as providing a schematic for each job.

•

Demonstrate the performance of each task.
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5.8.3

5.8.4

Requirements
•

The robot

•

New/existing Sensors

•

Arduino Mega 2560

•

Arduino IDE: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software

Background

This lab combines behavior-based control (BBC) programming approaches to execute
certain robot tasks. The students will program the robot with a task and specific goal(s)
related to that task. The task is implemented in a BBC program as a set of behaviors. For
example, the SodaBot was tasked with transferring all empty soda cans in a workplace to
the recycle bin. This exercise was carried out utilizing a set of eight behaviors. Other
activities are easier to do and need fewer actions.
A coverage job that offers comprehensive coverage to an area in which the robot
roams, for example, may be implemented utilizing only three behaviors: Cruise, AvoidRandom, and Wall Follow. Students must select and describe up to three basic tasks for
the robot to do. The purpose of task creation is to select behaviors that—when combined
in the robot's environment—will result in an overall emergent task behavior.

Figure 5.8.4.1: Behavior Based Control
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A BBC Diagram can be used to illustrate each activity. It depicts the sensors,
behaviors, and arbitration order at work. The BBC diagram in Figure 5.8.4.1 displays six
behaviors in decreasing priority order. Each job specified by the students must contain a
BBC diagram such as the one in figure 5.8.4.1 shown above.

5.8.5

ROBOT PROGRAMMING

The students will employ the BBC C-program framework from prior labs. The students
can use a single BBC program for each task to keep things simple. Only the actions
required for the task will be included in the program. Alternatively, they may contain all
jobs in a single program, which is selectable by a push button switch input.

5.8.6

Workshop

First, the student will identify one job for the robot and list its goal or intended emergent
behavior. They will use their imagination to combine prior robot capabilities (behaviors)
and develop new behaviors utilizing existing/new sensors as needed to complete each job.
Second, they will carry out the mission by directing the robot to carry out at least
three or more behaviors. Following that, they will test and alter the task's BBC program
as needed so that the component behaviors work together to create an overall emergent
goal. As the robot goes about and interacts with its surroundings, the mission must be
obvious and easily visible.
Third, once a job has been completed successfully, they will document the task as
specified in the section below for the report's findings section.
•

A brief explanation of the task, including the work's goal or expected
emergent behavior.

•

A brief summary of each activity that contributes to the task, if they
produced new behaviors.

•

A BBC diagram displaying the behaviors that comprise each job in
descending order of importance.
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•

During the demonstration, they will discuss how the individual actions
were developed in theory (how they planned it) and in practice to achieve
the emergent task behavior (what they actually observed).

•

If necessary, they will make any modifications to the behaviors or how the
behaviors interacted with the environment in order to complete the task.

•

They will go through how they completed each assignment, where the idea
for the task originated from, and what obstacles they had to overcome.
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6. CHAPTER 6
Future Work
Our future research and work will focus on creating new laboratories,
adding/installing new resistors, and sensors input/output for the robot.

6.1

Wall Following and DC Servo [17]

We will build a new "Wall Following" laboratory and install two DC servos. The goal of
this lab is to develop a wall-following routine for the robot that uses an ultrasonic sensor
positioned by a DC servo motor and incorporates Proportional and Derivative feedback
control to improve wall-following performance. The goal of this lab is for students to be
able to design a useful feedback-controlled "servo" behavior for wall-following and then
construct a Proportional and Derivative controller and fine-tune their gains to reach the
greatest performance. After that, they will learn to assess the implemented feedback
controller's performance in terms of overshot, rising time, and settling time. Finally, they
will learn about RC Servo control.
In this lab, the Parallax PING Ultrasonic Distance Sensor will be installed on a
Parallax Standard DC Servo Motor on the robot's front corner. This typical servo motor is
intended to retain any angular position between 90 degrees to the left and 90 degrees to
the right of its center position. It has a feedback mechanism that will keep the appropriate
angular position, which is set by the width of the pulse that students can give every 20ms.
For left or right wall-following, the students must regulate the servo such that it
faces 90 degrees to the left or right of the robot. The students will study the servo's 180degree range by gently twisting the servo to find its limitations. The students must first
orient the ultrasonic sensor to span an entire 180-degree field-of-view facing forward,
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then correct this by unscrewing the center screw at the base of the RC servo and slowly
and carefully detaching and repositioning this base to achieve a 180-degree field-of-view
facing forward.
The servo is programmed to attain the 'center position' of the ultrasonic sensor’s
maximum 180-degree range by delivering a continually repeating pulse (like a clock) with
a width of 1.5ms every 20ms. The students will then 'deviate' from the center location by
raising or reducing the pulse width by 1.5ms. If they 'widen' this pulse, the servo will spin
one direction; if they shorten it, the servo will turn the other.

Figure 6.1.1: DC Servo

The students will develop a wall-following behavior. This action will be initiated
when a wall is detected 20 inches to the left or right of the robot. To design a feedback
controller for the wall-follow behavior, the students will compute error as:
error = goal distance from wall – current distance from wall
The "current distance from the wall" is the ultrasonic sensor's feedback in this case.
This error can be calculated by the students at a reasonable frequency. Students will use
Proportional and Derivative (PD) control features into the wall-following routine to
increase performance. The calculated error will be used by the feedback controller to
adjust the speed of the motors and the direction of rotations required to minimize error.
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The output to the motors is proportional to the inaccuracy in proportional control. The
temporal rate of change of error is computed, scaled by a gain, and added to the controller
output for Derivative control. In this way, as error decreases over time, the students will
slow down the motors as they approach the goal distance in order to avoid overshooting.
The students will select gains for the Proportional and Derivative controls, Kp and
Kd, using trial and error or by utilizing the Ziegler-Nichols approach as described in the
literature. When the wall bends at a 90-degree angle, the students will turn right (if they
choose to conduct right-wall following) or left (if they want to do left-wall following).
Figure 6.1.2 depicts the turns they must make for the left or right wall-following
scenarios. Last. The students will create an avoiding function using the IR avoid sensor to
help the robot avoid the two corners or any obstacles.

Figure 6.1.2: Right and left Wall Follower
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6.2

Reactive Control - Light Sensing and Photo Resistors

We will construct a new "Reactive Control - Light Sensing" laboratory and install two
photo resistors. The goal of this lab is to employ two linked photo resistors to implement
light sensing on the Robot. After that, the light sensor will be utilized to construct a
reactive controller for Braitenberg's vehicles 2 and 3.
The goals of this lab are for students to be able to experiment with photo-resistor
sensors to identify a link between changes in resistance and voltage output and light
conditions. Then, they will use Valentino Braitenberg's Vehicles to observe how basic
reactive controls affect the properties of the robot under simple motor-sensory couplings.
A photoresistor is a semiconductor device whose resistance varies with the
intensity of light. Figure 6.2.1 depicts the photoresistor schematic symbol. Because the
resistance of the photo-resistor varies with light intensity, so does the current that runs
through it. The photo-resistor in this lab is engineered to have maximal resistance in the
absence of light. As the intensity of the light grows, so does its resistance.

Figure 6.2.1: Photoresistor Wiring

In this configuration, the output voltage is given by,
𝑉𝑜 = (

𝑅
)𝑉
𝑅 + 𝑅𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑓

(No light) 1.67 𝑉 ≤ 𝑉𝑜 ≤ 3.33 𝑉 (Maximum light)
Students will be able to create many reactive controllers inspired by Valentino
Braitenberg's Vehicles (shown in Figure 6.2.2) in this lab. They will recall that in reactive
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controllers, sensing and action are tightly coupled. Sensor information is immediately
translated into a specified action. A sensor in Braitenberg's Vehicles can control the motor
on the same side of the robot or the motor on the other side of the robot. Furthermore,
each sensor-to-motor link can be excitatory, in which the motor accelerates with increased
intensity, or inhibitory, in which the motor slows down with greater intensity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.2.2: Valentino Braitenberg Vehicles

6.3

Line Following

We will build a new "Line Following" laboratory with two Line-Following Sensors. The
goal of this lab is to program the robot to follow a black line on a white surface using a
pair of infrared reflection sensors in a PID feedback control loop.
The goal of this lab is for students to be able to design a useful feedback-controlled
servo behavior for line-following. Following that, students will experiment with
Proportional (P), Integral (I), and Derivative (D) control, tuning the gains to attain the
optimal performance. Finally, students may fine-tune the control such that the robot
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follows a black line correctly.
Analog line sensors can be used by pupils to perform the task of 'tracking' the line.
The QRE1113 break-out boards, as illustrated in Figure 6.3.1, have a mounting hole
through which students will connect the sensor using L-brackets.

Figure 6.3.1: Line Following Sensor

These sensors are basic three-terminal devices with VCC, GND, and OUT
terminals, with 'OUT' being the analog output that is inversely proportional to the degree
of reflection from IR light. This may be seen by looking at the diagram in figure 6.3.2:

Figure 6.3.2: Line following Sensor Schematic

When powered, the LED will continuously produce an infrared light. When this IR
light is reflected off a surface, it biases the phototransistor and causes it to conduct,
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resulting in a relatively LOW output voltage via the OUT line. If this light reflection is
broken (as when the sensor 'hovers over black electrical tape'), the phototransistor will not
be correctly biased and will not conduct current, resulting in the majority of the VCC
voltage appearing at the OUT wire. As a result, voltage levels around VCC at the OUT
terminal indicate LOW IR reflectivity (potential tape detection), and voltage values below
VCC indicate HIGH IR reflection (plain floor).
The two IR reflection sensors may be installed on the front of the robot by the
students. Then, using the outputs from the two IR reflection sensors, they will design a
Line Follow behavior that will move the motors to maintain the sensors centered on a
black line (such as a strip of electrical tape) over a white backdrop, and continue to follow
the line. Line Follow behavior should contain feedback control components, such as (at a
minimum) proportional control (P), and to increase performance, derivative (D) and
integral (I) control may be required. As depicted in Figure 6.3.3, the robot will begin on
top of a line and should be capable of a straight line, a soft rounded 90-degree bend, and
many curves and straight lines along a path.

Figure 6.3.3: Line Path

6.4

Hybrid Control - Heat Sensing

With Heat Sensing (TPA81), we will create a new laboratory called Hybrid Control Heat Sensing. The goal of this lab is to maneuver the CEENBoT toward a light or heat
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beacon by homing or docking with hybrid control. A static light/heat source will be put in
the surroundings, which the robot will be able to detect. The robot should advance toward
the beacon and stop immediately before striking it. There will be no predetermined path
to the beacon; instead, the robot should follow walls until it detects the beacon, then leave
the wall, maintain track of its status, and utilize the move to goal behavior to dock on the
source while avoiding any obstacles in its path.

Figure 6.4.1: Heat Sensing

6.5

Robot Vision and Pixy (CMUcam)

With Pixy, we will create a new laboratory called 'Robot Vision' (CMUcam). The goal of
this laboratory activity is to learn how to utilize Pixy (CMUcam) and create behavioral
software to apply proportional and optionally derivative controls to allow the robot to
follow and attempt to stay near any item of the specified color. The lab will be a twodimensional extension of feedback control systems applied to the concepts of iMega/color
tracking. Feedback control ideas will be applied by the students.
The goals of this lab are for students to receive exposure to, comprehend, and learn
how to use the CMUcam for color tracking tasks, as well as learn about core computer
vision principles. Next, in a behavior-based control structured program, they will learn to
construct a realistic feedback-controlled servo behavior for color-tracking tasks. After
that, they will try out Proportional (P), Derivative (D), and Integral (I) control methods
and fine-tune the gains to reach the greatest performance. Finally, they will fine-tune the
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control such that the robot can follow a colored item.
For this laboratory exercise, students will create software that uses the Pixy colortracking camera to track things based on their colors. The software must have
proportional (P) feedback control, as well as derivative (D) and integral (I) control. This
job will be implemented by the student, who will utilize an existing behavior named
Camera follow(), where they will implement the object-following behavior within a single
function. When students advise the camera to begin color tracking, the camera delivers
data as soon as it has any to offer, as opposed to the other way around, when students tell
the sensors when to gather data. Within the Camera follow() activity, the students must
query the PIXY subsystem module to see whether it has written any new data about the
item they are attempting to detect.
The students will concentrate on optimizing their software for color/tracking
detection. After completing their working program, the robot should act as if it is
"leashed." That is, the students' robot will follow and remain pretty near to an item of
their choice with constantly uniform color attributes. The robot should try to follow as
they move the object forward and away from the robot inside Pixy’s range of view. The
robot should back up if the students move the object nearer to it. It will turn left if they
move it to the left, and vice versa. They should be able to do these two activities
(sideways motion and forward/backward motion) at the same time. For example, if the
item is moved to the top right-hand corner of Pixy's field of view, the robot should move
forward as well as to the right in order to keep the object centered. As a result, the aim is
to build software that will maintain the item’s position in center of the in the Field-ofView (FOV) of the CMUcam (FOV). The diagram below depicts how students may do
this:
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Figure 6.5.1: Tracking Frame as presented by the Pixy for illustrative purposes

The Pixy's complete frame (for color tracking) is 320x240 pixels. This frame
depicts the camera's field of vision (FOV). The identified object's centroid will be
supplied as (x,y) coordinates, with the x-coordinate value ranging from 0 to 319 and the
y-coordinate value ranging from 0 to 239. The center of this frame is clearly found at
coordinates (160,120). To maintain the item of interest centered about the frame, they will
just need to compute the x and y values that indicate the errors between the current and
goal positions. This was the same approach that was used in the wall-following
exercise—it calculated the difference between the present distance to the wall and the
required distance.
In this situation, students will compute two errors, one for the present object
location and one for the intended object position (inside the camera's field of view).
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Students can use the y value to determine whether the robot should move closer or farther
away from the item of interest because the camera should be set at a fixed angle.
Similarly, they may use the x value to determine whether to move the robot left or right.

6.6

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) Panel [18]

We can install a Liquid Crystal display on the robot. The LCD will provide information
regarding other sensors. Also, it would display any message from students on it. The
students may use the Liquid Crystal library to control LCD panels that are compatible
with the Hitachi HD44780 driver. The LCDs feature a parallel interface, which means that
the microcontroller must handle multiple interface pins at the same time to operate the
display.
The interface is made up of a register select pin, a read/write pin, and an enabling
pin. A register select (RS) pin determines where data is written in the LCD's memory. The
students may choose between a data register, which stores what is displayed on the
screen, and an instruction register, which is where the LCD's controller searches for
instructions on what to do next. The Read/Write (R/W) pin chooses between reading and
writing mode. The enabling pin allows students to write to the register’s 8 data pins (D0 D7). The states of these pins (high or low) represent the bits sent to the register when
students write, or the values read when they read.
“The Hitachi-compatible LCDs have two control modes: 4-bit and 8-bit. The 4-bit
mode requires seven Arduino I/O pins, whereas the 8-bit mode requires eleven. The
students can perform almost everything in 4-bit mode for displaying text on the screen.”

Figure 6.6.1: LCD
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6.7

Speaker

The speaker will be installed on the robot to be used to recognize sensors, functions, or
warning. The Arduino creates a signal and sends it out through the Digital pin. To
generate sound, the Arduino operates the speaker linked to the pin. This application may
be modified to play other tunes.

Figure 6.7.1: Speaker
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7. CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
In this research and project, we have focused on the redesigned microcontroller and
system for one of the University of Nebraska's mobile robots (CEENBOT) and replaced
with an Arduino Mega 2560. The Arduino Mega 2560 robot is used to give alternate
programming for the CEENBOT platform to provide an Arduino programming option.
The Arduino Mega 2560 is a low-cost open-source electronics platform with simple
hardware and software which means it is easily available to developers and programmers.
The Arduino Mega 2560 robot is one of the most accessible ways to install various
sensors and may be utilized in a variety of elements or applications beneficial for mobile
robotics teaching and development.
In this research and project, we have documented the robot hardware and software
requirements for the robot. There are 8 laboratories that have been created with the
Arduino Mega 2560 robot: the Simulink Getting Started lab will be introduced to students
with its features. Simulink is a multidomain simulation and Model-Based Design block
diagram environment. It enables embedded system level design, simulation, automatic
code creation, and continuous testing and verification. The students can discover
Simulink Block Diagrams and how to build, simulate, and save a Simulink model.
Similarly, the students can discover how to run simulations.
In the Simulink with Arduino Mega 2560 lab, students will demonstrate how to run a
Simulink model on an Arduino board with the Simulink Support Package for Arduino
Mega 2560. As a result, students will learn how to create and run a basic Simulink model
on an Arduino board.
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In the IDE Getting Started with Arduino Mega 2560 lab, students will discover the
Arduino MEGA2560 Board. Next, they will discover how to use digital inputs/outputs
and serial connection. After, they will learn how to use the Web Editor. Also, they will
obtain and install Arduino IDE 2.0.
In the Getting to Know the Robot Hardware Requirement lab, the students will specify
the robot's hardware needs. This lab covers all of the various sensors and equipment
utilized for the robot and describes the system's inputs and outputs.
In the Getting Started on Moving the Robot lab, students will learn how to program
the robot platform and use it to investigate robot movement using odometry. The students
will focus on the difficulties that occur when utilizing raw odometry alone for position
estimation and how this affects the robot's ability to move autonomously along a specified
track. The students will discover how to operate the robot's stepper motors and learn to
utilize differential drive control to move the robot in the following patterns: straight
forward, right-angle turn, a circle, and a square.
In the Obstacle Avoidance lab, students will employ exteroceptive sensor data to
guide the movement of the robot. They will employ the robot's inbuilt infrared (IR)
proximity sensors to offer input on the existence (or absence) of obstructions to the robot's
front, rear, left and right sides. They will allow the robot to explore the environment while
avoiding known obstructions. They will also add an ultrasonic range sensor to the robot as
an extra exteroceptive sensor. They will learn how to program the robot to gather distance
data when triggered by an obstruction, as well as study the limits of sensing technology
and utilize the ultrasonic sensor to construct an obstacle avoidance routine for the robot.
In the Wireless Communication lab, students will use a wireless connection to link the
robot to a laptop or a gaming controller, which will be used to control the robot remotely
(teleoperation). The students will study various levels of control, ranging from
teleoperation to complete autonomy. The students will use keyboard numbers to establish
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wireless communication with the robot and drive it using a remote control (WiiMote or
PlayStation).
In the Create Your Own Lab Adventure, students will learn how to construct a new
lab with one task for the robot that is implemented using a collection of three or more
behaviors. They will design the work first, then implement it by reusing existing behavior
from earlier labs or by creating new behaviors. The new behaviors must be created by
combining existing or new sensors on the robot.
Teaching these laboratories will be very helpful to the students, because they can
increase students’ knowledge about mobile robotics and programming. The code has been
provided for all the laboratories that have been created.
The future study and development will center on building more laboratories and
adding/installing new resistors and sensors for the robot's input/output, such as wall
following with DC Servo, line following, Hybrid Control with Heat Sensing, and Robot
Vision with Pixy (CMUcam).
Following the conclusion of this study and project, the University of Nebraska
system's electrical and computer engineering departments will be able to offer a new
course utilizing this robot and the new laboratories have been built for this research and
project.
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8. CHAPTER 8
Appendix
This is the requirement for the appendix comment code. The software, name, and date
produced are all included in the header comment. The header comment contains a quick
summary of what the program performs. The header comment contains a list of essential
functions and variables that were generated using a description. There are plenty of inline
and block comments in the program's body. Variables and functions have names that are
reasonable and intuitive. The usage of functions improves modularity, clarity, and
readability. Further detailed explanation of each instruction is explained in the code. The
code has been developed with Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology collaboration.

8.1

Getting Started on Moving the Robot & Wireless
Communication

This program will teach how to use the stepper motor library to develop motion
algorithms for the robot. Go to angle, go to goal, move in a circle, square, figure eight,
and teleoperation will be the motions (stop, forward, spin, reverse, turn). It will also
incorporate wireless communication for controlling the robot remotely via a gaming
controller or serial monitor. The main functions developed are:
•

Go To Angle: given an angle input, use odometry to rotate the rob

•

Go To Goal: Given an x and y location in feet, use trigonometry and the
goToAngle() method to go to a goal position

•

Move Circle: given an inch diameter and a clockwise or counterclockwise
direction, move the robot in a circle with that diameter

•

Move Square - Given a side length in inches, move the robot in a square with
that length

•

Move Figure 8 - Given an inch diameter, use the moveCircle() method with
direction input to construct a Figure 8
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•

Forward, backward - both wheels travel at the same speed and in the same
direction

8.1.1

•

Pivot- one wheel remains stationary while the other travels forward or back

•

Spin - both wheels rotate in opposing directions with the same velocity

•

Turn - both wheels travel in the same direction but at different speeds

•

Stop - both wheels remain stopped

Codes

/*
Hardware Connections:
pin mappings: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Hacking/PinMapping2560
digital pin 13 - enable LED on microcontroller
digital pin 48 - enable PIN on A4988 Stepper Motor Driver StepSTICK
digital pin 46 - right stepper motor step pin
digital pin 53 - right stepper motor direction pin
digital pin 44 - left stepper motor step pin
digital pin 49 - left stepper motor direction pin
digital pin 14 - red LED in series with 220 ohm resistor
digital pin 15 - green LED in series with 220 ohm resistor
digital pin 16 - yellow LED in series with 220 ohm resistor
INSTALL THE LIBRARY
Sketch->Include Library->Manage Libraries...->AccelStepper->Include
OR
Sketch->Include Library->Add .ZIP Library...->AccelStepper-1.53.zip
*/
#include <AccelStepper.h>//include the stepper motor library
#include <MultiStepper.h>//include multiple stepper motor library
//define pin numbers
const int rtStepPin = 46;
const int rtDirPin = 53;
const int ltStepPin = 44;
const int ltDirPin = 49;
const int stepTime = 500;

//right stepper motor step pin
// right stepper motor direction pin
//left stepper motor step pin
//left stepper motor direction pin
//delay time between high and low on step pin

AccelStepper stepperRight(AccelStepper::DRIVER, rtStepPin, rtDirPin);//create
instance of right stepper motor object (2 driver pins, low to high transition step
pin 52, direction input pin 53 (high means forward)
AccelStepper stepperLeft(AccelStepper::DRIVER, ltStepPin, ltDirPin);//create
instance of left stepper motor object (2 driver pins, step pin 50, direction input
pin 51)
MultiStepper steppers;//create instance to control multiple steppers at the same
time
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

stepperEnable 48
//stepper enable pin on stepStick
enableLED 13 //stepper enabled LED
redLED 5
//red LED for displaying states
greenLED 6
//green LED for displaying states
yellowLED 7
//yellow LED for displaying states
stepperEnTrue false //variable for enabling stepper motor
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#define stepperEnFalse true //variable for disabling stepper motor
#define pauseTime 2500 //time before robot moves
void setup()
{
pinMode(rtStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(rtDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(stepperEnable, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnFalse);//turns off the stepper motor driver
pinMode(enableLED, OUTPUT);//set enable LED as output
digitalWrite(enableLED, LOW);//turn off enable LED
pinMode(redLED, OUTPUT);//set red LED as output
pinMode(grnLED, OUTPUT);//set green LED as output
pinMode(ylwLED, OUTPUT);//set yellow LED as output
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);//turn on red LED
digitalWrite(ylwLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
digitalWrite(grnLED, HIGH);//turn on green LED
delay(pauseTime/5); //wait 0.5 seconds
digitalWrite(redLED, LOW);//turn off red LED
digitalWrite(ylwLED, LOW);//turn off yellow LED
digitalWrite(grnLED, LOW);//turn off green LED
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(1500);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperRight.setAcceleration(10000);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(1500);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperLeft.setAcceleration(10000);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
steppers.addStepper(stepperRight);//add right motor to MultiStepper
steppers.addStepper(stepperLeft);//add left motor to MultiStepper
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnTrue);//turns on the stepper motor driver
digitalWrite(enableLED, HIGH);//turn on enable LED
delay(pauseTime); //always wait 2.5 seconds before the robot moves
//Serial.begin(9600); //start serial communication at 9600 baud rate for
debugging
}
void loop()
{
//uncomment each function one at a time to see what the code does
//move1();//call move back and forth function
move2();//call move back and forth function with AccelStepper library functions
//move3();//call move back and forth function with MultiStepper library functions
}
/*
The move1() function will move the robot forward one full rotation and backwared
on
full rotation. Recall that that there 200 steps in one full rotation or 1.8
degrees per
step. This function uses setting the step pins high and low with delays to move.
The speed is set by
the length of the delay.
*/
void move1() {
digitalWrite(ltDirPin, HIGH); // Enables the motor to move in a particular
direction
digitalWrite(rtDirPin, HIGH); // Enables the motor to move in a particular
direction
// Makes 800 pulses for making one full cycle rotation
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for (int x = 0; x < 800; x++) {
digitalWrite(rtStepPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(ltStepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(stepTime);
digitalWrite(rtStepPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(ltStepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(stepTime);
}
delay(1000); // One second delay
digitalWrite(ltDirPin, LOW); // Enables the motor to move in opposite direction
digitalWrite(rtDirPin, LOW); // Enables the motor to move in opposite direction
// Makes 800 pulses for making one full cycle rotation
for (int x = 0; x < 800; x++) {
digitalWrite(rtStepPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(ltStepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(stepTime);
digitalWrite(rtStepPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(ltStepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(stepTime);
}
delay(1000); // One second delay
}
/*
The move2() function will use AccelStepper library functions to move the robot
move() is a library function for relative movement to set a target position
moveTo() is a library function for absolute movement to set a target position
stop() is a library function that causes the stepper to stop as quickly as
possible
run() is a library function that uses accel and decel to achieve target
position, no blocking
runSpeed() is a library function that uses constant speed to achieve target
position, no blocking
runToPosition() is a library function that uses blocking with accel/decel to
achieve target position
runSpeedToPosition() is a library function that uses constant speed to achieve
target posiiton, no blocking
runToNewPosition() is a library function that uses blocking with accel/decel to
achieve target posiiton
*/
void move2() {
stepperRight.moveTo(800);//move one full rotation forward relative to current
position
stepperLeft.moveTo(800);//move one full rotation forward relative to current
position
stepperRight.setSpeed(1000);//set right motor speed
stepperLeft.setSpeed(1000);//set left motor speed
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//move right motor
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//move left motor
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
delay(1000); // One second delay
stepperRight.moveTo(0);//move one full rotation backward relative to current
position
stepperLeft.moveTo(0);//move one full rotation backward relative to current
position
stepperRight.setSpeed(1000);//set right motor speed
stepperLeft.setSpeed(1000);//set left motor speed
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//move right motor
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//move left motor
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
delay(1000); // One second delay
}
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/*
The move3() function will use the MultiStepper() class to move both motors at
once
move() is a library function for relative movement to set a target position
moveTo() is a library function for absolute movement to set a target position
stop() is a library function that causes the stepper to stop as quickly as
possible
run() is a library function that uses accel and decel to achieve target
position, no blocking
runSpeed() is a library function that uses constant speed to achieve target
position, no blocking
runToPosition() is a library function that uses blocking with accel/decel to
achieve target position
runSpeedToPosition() is a library function that uses constant speed to achieve
target posiiton, no blocking
runToNewPosition() is a library function that uses blocking with accel/decel to
achieve target posiiton
*/
void move3() {
digitalWrite(redLED, LOW);//turn off red LED
digitalWrite(greenLED, LOW);//turn off green LED
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
positions[0] = 800;//right motor absolute position
positions[1] = 800;//left motor absolute position
steppers.moveTo(positions);
steppers.runSpeedToPosition(); // Blocks until all are in position
delay(1000);//wait one second
// Move to a different coordinate
positions[0] = 0;//right motor absolute position
positions[1] = 0;//left motor absolute position
steppers.moveTo(positions);
steppers.runSpeedToPosition(); // Blocks until all are in position
delay(1000);//wait one second
}
/*this function will move to target at 2 different speeds*/
void move4() {
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
int leftPos = 5000;//right motor absolute position
int rightPos = 1000;//left motor absolute position
int leftSpd = 5000;//right motor speed
int rightSpd = 1000; //left motor speed
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);//turn on red LED
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);//turn on green LED
digitalWrite(yellowLED, LOW);//turn off yellow LED
//Uncomment the next 4 lines for absolute movement
//stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);//set left wheel position to zero
//stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);//set right wheel position to zero
//stepperLeft.moveTo(leftPos);//move left wheel to absolute position
//stepperRight.moveTo(rightPos);//move right wheel to absolute position
//Unomment the next 2 lines for relative movement
stepperLeft.move(leftPos);//move left wheel to relative position
stepperRight.move(rightPos);//move right wheel to relative position
stepperLeft.setSpeed(leftSpd);//set left motor speed
stepperRight.setSpeed(rightSpd);//set right motor speed
runAtSpeedToPosition();//run at speed to target position
}
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/*This function will move continuously at 2 different speeds*/
void move5() {
digitalWrite(redLED, LOW);//turn off red LED
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);//turn on green LED
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
int leftSpd = 5000;//right motor speed
int rightSpd = 1000; //left motor speed
stepperLeft.setSpeed(leftSpd);//set left motor speed
stepperRight.setSpeed(rightSpd);//set right motor speed
runAtSpeed();
}
/*This function, runToStop(), will run the robot until the target is achieved and
then stop it
*/
void runToStop ( void ) {
int runNow = 1;
int rightStopped = 0;
int leftStopped = 0;
while (runNow) {
if (!stepperRight.run()) {
rightStopped = 1;
stepperRight.stop();//stop right motor
}
if (!stepperLeft.run()) {
leftStopped = 1;
stepperLeft.stop();//stop ledt motor
}
if (rightStopped && leftStopped) {
runNow = 0;
}
}
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE, what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
*/
void pivot(int direction) {
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE, what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
*/
void spin(int direction) {
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE,
*/
void turn(int direction) {
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE,
*/
void forward(int distance)
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE,
*/
void reverse(int distance)

what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used

what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
{
what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
{
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}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE, what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
*/
void stop() {
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE, what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
*/
void goToAngle(int Angle) {
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE, what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
*/
void goToGoal(int x, int y) {
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE, what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
*/
void moveSquare(int side) {
}
/*
INSERT DESCRIPTION HERE, what are the inputs, what does it do, functions used
*/
void moveCircle(int diam, int dir) {
}
/*
The moveFigure8() function takes the diameter in inches as the input. It uses the
moveCircle() function
twice with 2 different direcitons to create a figure 8 with circles of the given
diameter.
*/
void moveFigure8(int diam) {
}

8.2

Obstacle Avoidance

This program will experiment with utilizing a timed interrupt to update the IR and sonar
data on the robot in order to build an obstacle avoidance behavior.

8.2.1

Codes

/*
Hardware Connections:
Stepper Enable Pin 48
Right Stepper Step Pin 46
Right Stepper Direction Pin 53
Left Stepper Step Pin 44
Left Stepper Direction Pin 49
Hardware Connections:
pin mappings: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Hacking/PinMapping2560
digital pin 13 - enable LED on microcontroller
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digital
digital
digital
digital
digital

pin
pin
pin
pin
pin

48
46
53
44
49

-

enable PIN on A4988 Stepper Motor Driver StepSTICK
right stepper motor step pin
right stepper motor direction pin
left stepper motor step pin
left stepper motor direction pin

Hardware Connections:
Front IR
A8
Back IR
A9
Right IR
A10
Left IR
A11
Left Sonar A12
Right Sonar A13
Pushbutton A15
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

<AccelStepper.h>//include the stepper motor library
<MultiStepper.h>//include multiple stepper motor library
<NewPing.h> //include sonar library
<TimerOne.h>

//define stepper motor pin numbers
const int rtStepPin = 46; //right stepper motor step pin
const int rtDirPin = 53; // right stepper motor direction pin
const int ltStepPin = 44; //left stepper motor step pin
const int ltDirPin = 49; //left stepper motor direction pin
AccelStepper stepperRight(AccelStepper::DRIVER, rtStepPin, rtDirPin);//create
instance of right stepper motor object (2 driver pins, low to high transition step
pin 52, direction input pin 53 (high means forward)
AccelStepper stepperLeft(AccelStepper::DRIVER, ltStepPin, ltDirPin);//create
instance of left stepper motor object (2 driver pins, step pin 50, direction input
pin 51)
MultiStepper steppers;//create instance to control multiple steppers at the same
time
//define stepper motor constants
#define stepperEnable 48
//stepper enable pin on stepStick
#define enableLED 13 //stepper enabled LED
#define stepperEnTrue false //variable for enabling stepper motor
#define stepperEnFalse true //variable for disabling stepper motor
#define quarter_rotation 200
#define half_rotation 400
#define one_rotation 800
full rotation
#define two_rotation 1600
#define three_rotation 2400
#define four_rotation 3200
#define five_rotation 4000
#define max_accel
#define robot_spd
#define max_spd
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

irFront
irRear
irRight
irLeft
snrLeft
snrRight
button

//stepper quarter rotation
//stepper half rotation
//stepper motor runs in 1/4 steps so 800 steps is one
//stepper
//stepper
//stepper
//stepper

motor 2 rotations
rotation 3 rotations
rotation 3 rotations
rotation 3 rotations

10000//maximum robot acceleration
500 //set robot speed
1000//maximum robot speed
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A15

//front IR analog pin
//back IR analog pin
//right IR analog pin
//left IR analog pin
//front left sonar
//front right sonar
//pushbutton
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NewPing sonarLt(snrLeft, snrLeft);
NewPing sonarRt(snrRight, snrRight);
#define
#define
#define
#define
int
int
int
int
int
int

irThresh
snrThresh
minThresh
stopThresh

irFrontAvg;
irLeftAvg;
irRearAvg;
irRightAvg;
srLeftAvg;
srRightAvg;

400
5
0
150

//
//
//
//

//variable
//variable
//variable
//variable
//variable
//variable

//create an instance of the left sonar
//create an instance of the right sonar

The IR threshold for presence of an obstacle
The sonar threshold for presence of an obstacle
The sonar minimum threshold to filter out noise
If the robot has been stopped for this threshold move
to
to
to
to
to
to

hold
hold
hold
hold
hold
hold

average
average
average
average
average
average

of
of
of
of
of
or

current front IR reading
current left IR reading
current rear IR reading
current right IR reading
left sonar current reading
right sonar current reading

#define baud_rate 9600
//set serial communication baud rate
#define timer_int 1000000 //timer interupt interval in microseconds
volatile uint8_t test_state = 0;
volatile byte
flag = 0;
the state machine
//bit definitions
#define obFront
#define obRear
#define obRight
#define obLeft
#define obFLeft
#define obFRight

//state for interrupt heartbeat to flash LED
//flag to hold IR & Sonar data - used to create

for sensor data flag byte
0 // Front IR trip
1 // Rear IR trip
2 // Right IR trip
3 // Left IR trip
4 // Left Sonar trip
5 // Right Sonar trip

//state byte to hold robot motion and state data
volatile byte state = 0;
//state to hold robot states and motor motion
//bit definitions
#define movingR
#define movingL
#define fwd
#define rev
#define collide
#define runAway
#define wander
#define STOP

for robot motion and state byte
0 // Moving Right Motor in progress flag
1 // Moving Left Motor in progress flag
2 // Robot Moving Forward
3 // Robot Moving in Reverse
4 // Robot in collide state
5 // Robot in runAway state
6 // Robot in wander state
7 // Robot stopped

//define layers of subsumption architecture that are active
byte layers = 0b010; //[wander runAway collide]
//bit definitions for layers
#define cLayer 0 //collide layer
#define rLayer 1 //runAway layer
#define wLayer 2 //random wander layer
void setup() {
//stepper Motor set up
pinMode(rtStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(rtDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(stepperEnable, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnFalse);//turns off the stepper motor driver
pinMode(enableLED, OUTPUT);//set LED as output
digitalWrite(enableLED, LOW);//turn off enable LED
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(max_spd);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperRight.setAcceleration(max_accel);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
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stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(max_spd);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperLeft.setAcceleration(max_accel);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
stepperRight.setSpeed(robot_spd);//set right motor speed
stepperLeft.setSpeed(robot_spd);//set left motor speed
steppers.addStepper(stepperRight);//add right motor to MultiStepper
steppers.addStepper(stepperLeft);//add left motor to MultiStepper
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnTrue);//turns on the stepper motor driver
digitalWrite(enableLED, HIGH);//turn on enable LED
//Timer Interrupt Set Up
Timer1.initialize(timer_int);
// initialize timer1, and set a 1/2 second
period
Timer1.attachInterrupt(updateSensors); // attaches updateSensors() as a timer
overflow interrupt
//Set up serial communication
Serial.begin(baud_rate);//start serial communication in order to debug the
software while coding
Serial.print("Avoid Obstacle State Machine.....[wander runAway collide] = ");
Serial.println(layers, BIN);
delay(500); //seconds before the robot moves
}
void loop() {
avoidObs();
}
//avoidObs() obstacle avoidance routine based upon timer interrupt, layers, states
and flags
void avoidObs() {
if (flag) {//obstacle present
switch (layers) {
case 0b1://only collide on
//Serial.println("avoidObstacle: collide obs..");
//Serial.println(flag, BIN);
if (bitRead(flag, obFront) || ((flag & 0b100000) & (flag & 0b10000))) {
Serial.println("\tavoidObstacle: collide FRONT obs..");
stop();//stop the robot
}
break;
case 0b10://only runAway on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: runAway obs");
runAwayB();//call runAwayBehavior
break;
case 0b100://only wander on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: wander obs");
wanderB();//call Wander Behavior
break;
case 0b011://runAway and collide on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: runAway and colide obs");
break;
case 0b110://wander and runAway on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: wander and runAway obs");
break;
case 0b101://wander and collide on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: wander and collide obs");
break;
case 0b111://all layers on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: all layers ON obs");
break;
}
}
else {//no obstacles
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bitSet(state, movingR);//set right motor moving
bitSet(state, movingL);//set left motor moving
switch (layers) {
case 0b1://only collide on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: collide no obs");
forward(one_rotation);//move the robot forward as long as there are no obs
break;
case 0b10://only runAway on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: runAway no obs");
stop();//stop the robot
break;
case 0b100://only wander on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: wander no obs");
wanderB();
break;
case 0b011://runAway and collide on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: runAway and colide no obs");
break;
case 0b110://wander and runAway on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: wander and runAway no obs");
break;
case 0b101://wander and collide on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: wander and collide no obs");
break;
case 0b111://all layers on
//Serial.println("\t\tavoidObstacle: all layers ON obs");
break;
}
}
}
/* Motion Commands */
/*
move() is a library function for relative movement to set a target position
moveTo() is a library function for absolute movement to set a target position
stop() is a library function that causes the stepper to stop as quickly as
possible
runToPosition() is a library function that uses blocking with accel/decel to
achieve target position
runToNewPosition() is a library function that uses blocking with accel/decel to
achieve target posiiton
run() is a library function that uses accel and decel to achieve target position,
NO BLOCKING
runSpeed() is a library function that uses constant speed to achieve target
position, NO BLOCKING
runSpeedToPosition() is a library function that uses constant speed to achieve
target posiiton, NO BLOCKING
*/
void forward(int rot) {
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
//Serial.println("\tforward");
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() + rot; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() + rot;
//left motor absolute
position
stepperRight.move(positions[0]); //move right motor to position
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);
//move left motor to position
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
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bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//the robot should move until it achieves target position
}
//reverse() motion
void reverse(int rot) {
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
//Serial.println("\treverse");
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() - rot; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() - rot;
//left motor absolute
position
stepperRight.move(positions[0]); //move right motor to position
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);
//move left motor to position
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//the robot should move until it achieves target position
}
//turnRight() motion turns the robot to the right
void turnRight(int rot) {
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() - rot; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() + rot;
//left motor absolute
position
stepperRight.move(positions[0]); //Reverse right motor one full rotation
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);//Reverse left motor one full rotation
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//the robot should move until it achieves target position
}
//turnLeft() motion turns the robot to the left
void turnLeft(int rot) {
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() + rot; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() - rot; //left motor absolute
position
stepperRight.move(positions[0]); //Reverse right motor one full rotation
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);//Reverse left motor one full rotation
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//the robot should move until it achieves target position
}
//reverseLeft() motion moves the robot back to the left
void reverseLeft(int rot) {
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() - rot; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() - 2 * rot; //left motor absolute
position
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stepperRight.move(positions[0]); //Reverse right motor one full rotation
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);//Reverse left motor one full rotation
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//the robot should move until it achieves target position
}
//reverseRight() moves the robot back to the right
void reverseRight(int rot) {
long positions[2]; // Array of desired stepper positions
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() - 2 * rot; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() - rot; //left motor absolute
position
stepperRight.move(positions[0]); //Reverse right motor one full rotation
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);//Reverse left motor one full rotation
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//the robot should move until it achieves target position
}
//stop() make the robot stop moving based upon presence of an obstacle
void stop() {
//Serial.println("stop");
stepperRight.stop();
stepperLeft.stop();
}
/*wanderB(), robot wander behavior based upon random number generator*/
void wanderB() {
long randAng, randDir, randDist;
randomSeed(analogRead(0)); //initializes pseudo-random number generator to start
at an arbitrary point
//randAng = random(two_rotation);//pick random number up to two rotations
//randDist = random(five_rotation);//pick random number up to five rotations
randAng = rand() % two_rotation; //pick random number up to two rotations
randDist = rand() % five_rotation; //pick random number up to five rotations
randDir = rand() % 3;//pick random turn direction (0-no turn, 1 - left, 2-right)
if (randDir > 0) {
//Serial.print("\t\t\trandom dir....");
//Serial.print(randDir);
//Serial.print("\t\t\trandom angle....");
//Serial.println(randAng);
stepperRight.move(randDir * (400 - randAng)); //right turn position
stepperLeft.move(randDir * (-400 + randAng)); //left turn position
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
}
else {
//
Serial.print("\t\t\trandom dir....");
//
Serial.print(randDir);
//
Serial.print("\t\t\trandom dist....");
//
Serial.println(randDist);
stepperRight.move(randDist); //right turn position
stepperLeft.move(randDist); //left turn position
bitSet(state, movingL);//move left wheel
bitSet(state, movingR);//move right wheel
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
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}
}
//robot runAwayBehavior, uses polar plot to determine how robot responds to
obstacles
void runAwayB() {
Serial.print("runAway behavior...");
Serial.println(flag, BIN);
if ((flag & 0b1) && !(flag & ~0b1 )) { //only front obstacle
Serial.println("\tIR move back");
reverse(half_rotation);//move the robot backward
}
else if ((flag & 0b100000) && (flag & 0b010000) && !(flag & ~0b100000 ) && !(flag
& ~0b010000)) { //only front obstacle
Serial.println("\tsonar move back");
reverse(half_rotation);//move the robot backward
}
else if ((flag & 0b10) && !(flag & ~0b10)) { //only back obstacle
Serial.println("\trear obstacle, move up");
forward(half_rotation);//move the robot forward
}
else if ((flag & 0b100) && !(flag & ~0b100)) { //only right obstacle
Serial.println("\tright obstacle, turn left");
turnLeft(quarter_rotation);//turn left
}
else if ((flag & 0b1000) && !(flag & ~0b1000)) { //only left obstacle
Serial.println("\tleft obstacle, turn right");
turnRight(quarter_rotation);//turn right
}
//** combination of 2 obstacles
else if ((flag & 0b100) && (flag & 0b01000) && !(flag & ~0b1100 )) { //left and
right obstacles
Serial.println("\tleft & rt obs, move forward two rotations");
forward(two_rotation);//forward
}
else if ((flag & 0b10) && (flag & 0b01000) && !(flag & ~0b1010 )) { //rear and
left obstacles
Serial.println("\trear & left obs, turn right 45 degrees, move forward");
turnRight(quarter_rotation);//forward
forward(one_rotation);
}
else if ((flag & 0b100) && (flag & 0b010) && !(flag & ~0b110 )) { //rear and
right obstacles
Serial.println("\trear & rt obs, turn left 45 degrees, move forward");
turnLeft(quarter_rotation);
forward(one_rotation);
}
else if (((flag & 0b1) || ((flag & 0b100000) && (flag & 0b010000))) && (flag &
0b10) &&
!(flag & ~0b00110011)) { //front and back obstacles
Serial.println("\tfront & back obs,turn right 90 degrees, move forward");
turnRight(half_rotation);//turn right
forward(one_rotation);
}
else if (((flag & 0b1) || ((flag & 0b100000) && (flag & 0b010000))) && (flag &
0b1000) &&
!(flag & ~0b00111001)) { //front and left obstacles
Serial.println("\tft & lt obs, reverse right");
reverseRight(quarter_rotation);//reverse Right
}
else if (((flag & 0b1) || ((flag & 0b100000) && (flag & 0b010000))) && (flag &
0b100) &&
!(flag & ~0b00110101)) { //front and right obstacles
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Serial.println("\tft & rt obs, reverse left");
reverseLeft(quarter_rotation);//reverse Left
}
//** combination of 3 obstacles
else if ((flag & 0b1000) && (flag & 0b100) && (flag & 0b10)
&& !(flag & ~0b1110 ) ) { //back, right, left
Serial.println("\tback, rt, left obs, forward 3 rotations");
forward(three_rotation);//forward
}
else if ((flag & 0b1) && (flag & 0b1000) && (flag & 0b100)
&& !(flag & ~0b1101 ) ) { //front, right, left
Serial.println("\tft, rt, lt obs, reverse two rotations");
reverse(two_rotation);
}
else if ((flag & 0b1) && (flag & 0b10) && (flag & 0b100)
&& !(flag & ~0b111 ) ) {//front, right, back
Serial.println("\tft, rt, bk obs, turn left 90 degrees, move forward");
turnLeft(one_rotation);
forward(two_rotation);
}
else if ((flag & 0b1) && (flag & 0b10) && (flag & 0b1000)
&& !(flag & ~0b1011 ) ) {//front, left, back
Serial.println("\tft, lt, bk obs, turn right 90 degrees, move forward");
turnRight(one_rotation);
forward(two_rotation);
}
else {
Serial.println("no obs, stop");
stop();
}
}
//robot collide behavior
void collideB() {
//Serial.println("collide behavior...");
}
//runToStop() is a function to run the individual motors without blocking
void runToStop() {
int runNow = 1;
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(max_spd);
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(max_spd);
stepperRight.setSpeed(robot_spd);
stepperLeft.setSpeed(robot_spd);
while (runNow) {
if (!stepperRight.run()) {
bitClear(state, movingR); // clear bit for right motor moving
stepperRight.stop();//stop right motor
}
if (!stepperLeft.run()) {
bitClear(state, movingL);
// clear bit for left motor moving
stepperLeft.stop();//stop left motor
}
if ((state & 0b11) == 0 ) runNow = 0;
}
}
/*
This is a sample updateSensors() function and it should be updated along with the
description to reflect what you actually implemented to meet the lab requirements.
*/
void updateSensors() {
// Serial.print("updateSensors\t");
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// Serial.println(test_state);
//test_state = !test_state;//LED to test the heartbeat of the timer interrupt
routine
//digitalWrite(enableLED, test_state); // Toggles the LED to let you know the
timer is working
flag = 0;
//clear all sensor flags
state = 0;
//clear all state flags
updateIR();
//update IR readings and update flag variable and state machine
//updateSonar(); //update Sonar readings and update flag variable and state
machine
updateState(); //update State Machine based upon sensor readings
}
/*
This is a sample updateIR() function, the description and code should be updated
to take an average, consider all sensor and reflect the necesary changes for the
lab requirements.
*/
void updateIR() {
irFrontAvg = analogRead(irFront);
irRearAvg = analogRead(irRear);
irLeftAvg = analogRead(irLeft);
irRightAvg = analogRead(irRight);
// print IR data
// Serial.println("frontIR\tbackIR\tleftIR\trightIR");
// Serial.print(irFrontAvg); Serial.print("\t");
// Serial.print(irRearAvg); Serial.print("\t");
// Serial.print(irLeftAvg); Serial.print("\t");
// Serial.println(irRightAvg);
// Serial.print("flag\t");
// Serial.print(flag, BIN);
if (irFrontAvg > irThresh) {
bitSet(flag, obFront);//set the left obstacle
}
else
bitClear(flag, obFront);//clear the left obstacle
if (irRightAvg > irThresh)
bitSet(flag, obRight);//set the right obstacle
else
bitClear(flag, obRight);//clear the right obstacle
if (irLeftAvg > irThresh)
bitSet(flag, obLeft);//set the left obstacle
else
bitClear(flag, obLeft);//clear the left obstacle
if (irRearAvg > irThresh)
bitSet(flag, obRear);//set the left obstacle
else
bitClear(flag, obRear);//clear the left obstacle
}
/*
This is a sample updateSonar() function, the description and code should be
updated to take an average, consider all sensors and reflect the necesary changes
for the lab requirements.
*/
void updateSonar() {
srRightAvg = sonarRt.ping_in(); //right sonara in inches
delay(50);
srLeftAvg = sonarLt.ping_in(); //left sonar in inches
//
Serial.print("lt snr:\t");
//
Serial.print(srLeftAvg);
//
Serial.print("rt snr:\t");
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//
Serial.println(srRightAvg);
if (srRightAvg < snrThresh && srRightAvg > minThresh)
bitSet(flag, obFRight);//set the front right obstacle
else
bitClear(flag, obFRight);//clear the front right obstacle
if (srLeftAvg < snrThresh && srLeftAvg > minThresh)
bitSet(flag, obFLeft);//set the front left obstacle
else
bitClear(flag, obFLeft);//clear the front left obstacle
}
/*
This is a sample updateState() function, the description and code should be
updated to reflect the actual state machine that you will implement
based upon the the lab requirements.
*/
void updateState() {
// Serial.print("\tupdateState...");
// Serial.println(flag, BIN);
if (!flag) { //no sensors triggered
switch (layers) {
case 0://state machine off
//Serial.println("..State Machine Off...");
break;
case 0b001://only collide on
//Serial.println("updateState: collide no obs");
bitSet(state, fwd); //set forward motion
break;
case 0b010://only runAway on
//Serial.println("updateState: runAway no obs");
bitSet(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b100://only wander on
//Serial.println("updateState: wander no obs");
bitSet(state, wander);//set wander behavior
break;
case 0b011://runAway, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: runAway collide no obs");
bitSet(state, wander);//set wander behavior
break;
case 0b101://wander, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: wander collide no obs");
bitSet(state, wander);//set wander behavior
break;
case 0b110://wander, runAway
//Serial.println("updateState: wander runAway no obs");
bitSet(state, wander);//set wander behavior
break;
case 0b111://wander, runAway, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: all layers no obs");
bitSet(state, wander);//set wander behavior
break;
}
}
else if ((flag & 0b1) || ((flag & 0b10000) & (flag & 0b100000))) { //front
sensors triggered
switch (layers) {
case 0://state machine off
//Serial.println("..State Machine Off...");
break;
case 0b001://only collide on
//Serial.println("updateState: collide front obs");
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bitSet(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitClear(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitClear(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitSet(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b010://only runAway on
//Serial.println("updateState: runAway front obs");
bitClear(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitClear(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitSet(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b100://only wander on
//Serial.println("updateState: wander front obs");
bitClear(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitClear(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitSet(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b011://runAway, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: runAway collide front obs");
bitSet(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitClear(state, wander);//wander bit
bitSet(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitSet(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b101://wander, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: wander collide front obs");
bitSet(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitClear(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitSet(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitSet(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b110://wander, runAway
//Serial.println("updateState: wander runAway front obs");
bitClear(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitSet(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b111://wander, runAway, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: all layers front obs");
bitSet(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitSet(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
}
}
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else { //any combination of sensors triggered
switch (layers) {
case 0://state machine off
//Serial.println("..State Machine Off...");
break;
case 0b001://only collide on
//Serial.println("updateState: collide any obs");
bitSet(state, collide);//set collide behavior
bitClear(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitClear(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //clear robot reverse
bitSet(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b010://only runAway on
//Serial.println("updateState: runAway any obs");
bitClear(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//set runAway behavior
bitClear(state, wander);//clear wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //clear robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //clear robot STOP
break;
case 0b100://only wander on
//Serial.println("updateState: wander any obs");
bitClear(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitClear(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitSet(state, wander);//set wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //clear robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //clear robot STOP
break;
case 0b011://runAway, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: runAway collide any obs");
bitSet(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//set runAway behavior
bitClear(state, wander);//clear wander bit
bitSet(state, fwd); //set forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //clear robot reverse
bitSet(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b101://wander, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: wander collide any obs");
bitSet(state, collide);//set collide behavior
bitClear(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitSet(state, wander);//set wander behavior
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //clear robot reverse
bitSet(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b110://wander, runAway
//Serial.println("updateState: wander runAway any obs");
bitClear(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//clear runAway behavior
bitSet(state, wander);//wander bit
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //set robot STOP
break;
case 0b111://wander, runAway, collide
//Serial.println("updateState: all layers any obs");
bitSet(state, collide);//clear collide behavior
bitSet(state, runAway);//set runAway behavior
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bitSet(state, wander);//set wander behavior
bitClear(state, fwd); //clear forward motion
bitClear(state, rev); //set robot reverse
bitClear(state, STOP); //clear robot STOP
break;
}
}
}

8.3

Wireless Transceiver Communication (1)

This software employs metric path planning with a wireless communication transceiver
(nRF24L01)

8.3.1

Codes

/*
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Hacking/PinMapping2560
Arduino MEGA nRF24L01 connections
CE pin 7
CSN
pin 8
MOSI pin 51
MISO pin 50
SCK pin 52
VCC 3.3 V
GND GND
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

<AccelStepper.h>//include the stepper motor library
<MultiStepper.h>//include multiple stepper motor library
<NewPing.h>
//include sonar library
<TimerOne.h>

//define stepper motor pin numbers
const int rtStepPin = 44; //right stepper motor step pin (was 50)
const int rtDirPin = 49; // right stepper motor direction pin (was 51)
const int ltStepPin = 46; //left stepper motor step pin (was 52)
const int ltDirPin = 53; //left stepper motor direction pin
const int stepTime300; //delay time between high and low on step pin
AccelStepper stepperRight(AccelStepper::DRIVER, rtStepPin, rtDirPin);//create
instance of right stepper motor object (2 driver pins, low to high transition step
pin 52, direction input pin 53 (high means forward)
AccelStepper stepperLeft(AccelStepper::DRIVER, ltStepPin, ltDirPin);//create
instance of left stepper motor object (2 driver pins, step pin 50, direction input
pin 51)
MultiStepper steppers;//create instance to control multiple steppers at the same
time
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

stepperEnable 48
//stepper enable pin on stepStick
enableLED 13
//stepper enabled LED
redLED 5
//red LED for displaying states
greenLED 6
//green LED for displaying states
yellowLED 4
//yellow LED for displaying states
stepperEnTrue false //variable for enabling stepper motor
stepperEnFalse true //variable for disabling stepper motor
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#define pauseTime 2500 //time before robot moves
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

irFront
irRear
irRight
irLeft
snrLeft
snrRight

A0
A2
A1
A3
A6
A7

//front IR analog pin
//back IR analog pin
//right IR analog pin
//left IR analog pin
//front left sonar
//front right sonar

NewPing sonarLt(snrLeft, snrLeft);
NewPing sonarRt(snrRight, snrRight);
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

irThresh
photoThresh
snrThresh
minThresh
stopThresh

300 // The IR threshold for presence of an obstacle
150 // The photoSensor threshold for presence of light
5
// The sonar threshold for presence of an obstacle
0
// The sonar minimum threshold to filter out noise
150 // If the robot has been stopped for this threshold move

#define four_inch 460
#define six_inch 330
#define quarter_rotation 200
int
int
int
int
int

//ir reading for 4 inches
//stepper quarter rotation

irFrontAvg; //variable to hold average of current front IR reading
irLeftAvg;
//variable to hold average of current left IR reading
irRearAvg;
//variable to hold average of current rear IR reading
irRightAvg;
//variable to hold average of current right IR reading
irIdx = 0;//index for 5 IR readings to take the average

int LphotoAvg;
int RphotoAvg;
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

//create an instance of the left sonar
//create an instance of the right sonar

//variable to hold average of current left photo reading
//variable to hold average of current right photo reading

srLeftArray[5] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}; //array to hold 5 left sonar readings
srRightArray[5] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}; //array to hold 5 right sonar readings
srIdx = 0;//index for 5 sonar readings to take the average
srLeft;
//variable to hold average of left sonar current reading
srRight; //variable to hold average or right sonar current reading
srLeftAvg; //variable to holde left sonar data
srRightAvg; //variable to hold right sonar data

//bit definitions
#define obFront
#define obRear
#define obRight
#define obLeft
#define obFLeft
#define obFRight

for sensor data flag byte
0 // Front IR trip
1 // Rear IR trip
2 // Right IR trip
3 // Left IR trip
4 // Left Sonar trip
5 // Right Sonar trip

#define timer_int 250000 // 1/2 second (500000 us) period for timer interrupt
boolean Obstacle = false;
//set to true if there is an obstacle detected
//boolean LightDetected = false;
//decides triggered wall
int which_wall = 0; // 1= front, 2 = left, 3 = right, 4 = rear & right, 5 = rear &
left, 6 = left & right, 7 rear wall, -1 is nothing
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<SPI.h>
//include serial peripheral interface library
<RF24.h>
//include wireless transceiver library
<nRF24L01.h> //include wireless transceiver library
<printf.h>
<RF24_config.h>

// Set up the wireless transceiver pins
#define CE_PIN 7
#define CSN_PIN 8
#define test_LED 13
#define team_channel 24
//transmitter and receiver on same channel between 1 &
125
const uint64_t pipe = 0xE8E8F0F0E1LL; //define the radio transmit pipe (5 Byte
configurable)
RF24 radio(CE_PIN, CSN_PIN);
//create radio object
uint8_t data[1];
//variable to hold transmit data
uint8_t Data[6];
uint8_t Response[6];
int i = 0;
int a = 0;
boolean haveData = false;
int next_move;
boolean mapMetric = false;
boolean map_topo = false;
boolean mapRecieved = false;
int worldMap [4][4];
int worldMap2 [12][12];
int x_goal;
int y_goal;
boolean goal_reached = false;
int current_X;
int current_Y;
int previous_X = 0;
int previous_Y = 0;
int robot_orientation = 1; // 1 is down, 2 is right, 3 is up, 4 is left
int desired_angle;
boolean action = false;
void setup() {
//Old pins and object setups:----------------------------------------------------pinMode(rtStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(rtDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(stepperEnable, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnFalse);//turns off the stepper motor driver
pinMode(enableLED, OUTPUT);//set enable LED as output
digitalWrite(enableLED, LOW);//turn off enable LED
pinMode(redLED, OUTPUT);//set red LED as output
pinMode(greenLED, OUTPUT);//set green LED as output
pinMode(yellowLED, OUTPUT);//set yellow LED as output
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);//turn on red LED
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);//turn on green LED
delay(pauseTime / 5); //wait 0.5 seconds
digitalWrite(redLED, LOW);//turn off red LED
digitalWrite(yellowLED, LOW);//turn off yellow LED
digitalWrite(greenLED, LOW);//turn off green LED
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stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(1500);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperRight.setAcceleration(10000);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(1500);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperLeft.setAcceleration(10000);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
steppers.addStepper(stepperRight);//add right motor to MultiStepper
steppers.addStepper(stepperLeft);//add left motor to MultiStepper
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnTrue);//turns on the stepper motor driver
digitalWrite(enableLED, HIGH);//turn on enable LED
//Timer Interrupt Set Up
Timer1.initialize(timer_int);
// initialize timer1, and set a period in
microseconds
Timer1.attachInterrupt(updateSensors); // attaches updateSensors() as a timer
overflow interrupt
// Serial.begin(19200); //start serial communication at 9600 baud rate for
debugging
delay(pauseTime); //always wait 2.5 seconds before the robot moves
state = RandomWanderer;
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Serial.begin(9600);//start serial communication
Serial.println("Startup");
radio.begin();//start radio
radio.setChannel(team_channel);//set the transmit and receive channels to avoid
interference
radio.openReadingPipe(1, pipe);//open up reading pipe
radio.startListening();;//start listening for data;
pinMode(test_LED, OUTPUT);//set LED pin as an output
//radio.openWritingPipe(pipe);
}
void loop() {
//getting data from the GUI
while(radio.available()){
delay(100);
Serial.println("Received Data");
delay(100);
radio.read(&Data, sizeof(Data));
delay(100);
haveData = true;
}
//saving data to create path
while(haveData == true){
Serial.println(Data[a]);
delay(100);
Serial.println(Data[a+1]);
delay(100);
if(Data[a] == 50){//S & s
x_goal = 2;
if(Data[a + 1] == 51){
y_goal = 3;
mapRecieved = true;
haveData = false;
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
}
}
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}
//robot movement
if(mapRecieved == true){
//buildMetricWorld();
Serial.println("building Map");
delay(100);
buildTopologicalWorld();
Serial.println("built Map");
delay(100);
digitalWrite(redLED, LOW);
digitalWrite(greenLED, LOW);
digitalWrite(yellowLED, LOW);
traverseWorld(0,0);
}
}
//given a starting point in a map goes through the world until the goal is reached
void traverseWorld(int start_x, int start_y){
if(mapMetric == true){
current_X = start_x;
current_Y = start_y;
}
if(map_topo == true){
Serial.println("starting Point Set");
delay(100);
current_X = (start_x * 3) + 1;
current_Y = (start_y * 3) + 1;
}
if(mapMetric == true){
//metric world
while(goal_reached == false){
// current position, check 4 neighbors, move to the lower one, update
position, when zero is reached goal reached becomes true
if(worldMap[current_X][current_Y] == 0){
Serial.println("Goal Reached");
delay(100);
goal_reached = true;
break;
}
if(current_X != 3 && action == false){
//limited to 3 due to 4 x 4
matrix
Serial.println("X ! = 3");
delay(100);
if(worldMap[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap[current_Y][current_X + 1]){
//right spot is less
desired_angle = 2;
Serial.println("X ! = 3
PART 2");
delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);
if(current_X == 0 && current_Y == 0){
goToAngle(80);
reverse(1.5);
robot_orientation = 2;
}
else{
goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(1.5);
robot_orientation = 2;
}
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current_X = current_X + 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
delay(100);
}
}
if( current_X != 0 && action == false){
Serial.println("X ! = 0");
delay(100);
if(worldMap[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap[current_Y][current_X - 1]){
//left spot is less
desired_angle = 4;
Serial.println("X ! = 0
PART 2");
delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
if(current_X == 0 && current_Y == 0){
goToAngle(80);
reverse(1.5);
robot_orientation = 4;
}
else{
goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(1.5);
robot_orientation = 4;
}
current_X = current_X - 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
delay(100);
}
}
if(current_Y != 3 && action == false){
Serial.println("Y ! = 3");
delay(100);
if(worldMap[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap[current_Y + 1][current_X]){
//below spot is less
desired_angle = 1;
Serial.println("Y ! = 3 PART 2");
delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);
if(current_X == 0 && current_Y == 0){
reverse(1.5);
robot_orientation = 1;
}
else{
goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(1.5);
robot_orientation = 1;
}
current_Y = current_Y + 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
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delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
delay(100);
}
}
if(current_Y != 0 && action == false){
Serial.println("Y ! = 0");
delay(100);
if(worldMap[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap[current_Y - 1][current_X]){
//up spot is less
desired_angle = 3;
Serial.println("Y ! = 0 PART 2");
delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);
goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(1.5);
robot_orientation = 3;
current_Y = current_Y - 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
delay(100);
}
}
Serial.println("W H I L E
L O O P");
delay(100);
action = false;
}
}
else{

//topological world

while(goal_reached == false){
// current position, check 4 neighbors, move to the lower one, update
position, when zero is reached goal reached becomes true
if(worldMap2[current_Y][current_X] == 0){
goal_reached = true;
break;
}
if(current_X != 10 && action == false){
Serial.println("X ! = 10");
// delay(100);
if(worldMap2[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap2[current_Y][current_X + 1]){
//right spot is less
desired_angle = 2;
Serial.println("X ! = 10
PART 2");
//delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);
if(current_X == 0 && current_Y == 0){
goToAngle(80);
reverse(0.45);
robot_orientation = 2;
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}
else{
goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(0.45);
robot_orientation = 2;
}
current_X = current_X + 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
//delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
//delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
//delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
//delay(100);
}
}
if( current_X != 1 && action == false){
Serial.println("X ! = 1");
// delay(100);
if(worldMap2[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap2[current_Y][current_X - 1]){
//left spot is less
desired_angle = 4;
Serial.println("X ! = 1
PART 2");
//delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
if(current_X == 1 && current_Y == 1){
goToAngle(80);
reverse(0.45);
robot_orientation = 4;
}
else{
goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(0.45);
robot_orientation = 4;
}
current_X = current_X - 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
// delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
//delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
//delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
// delay(100);
}
}
if(current_Y != 10 && action == false){
Serial.println("Y ! = 10");
//delay(100);
if(worldMap2[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap2[current_Y + 1][current_X]){
//below spot is less
desired_angle = 1;
Serial.println("Y ! = 10 PART 2");
// delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);
if(current_X == 1 && current_Y == 1){
reverse(0.45);
robot_orientation = 1;
}
else{
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goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(0.45);
robot_orientation = 1;
}
current_Y = current_Y + 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
// delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
// delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
// delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
//delay(100);
}
}
if(current_Y != 1 && action == false){
Serial.println("Y ! = 1");
//delay(100);
if(worldMap2[current_Y][current_X] > worldMap2[current_Y - 1][current_X]){
//up spot is less
desired_angle = 3;
Serial.println("Y ! = 1 PART 2");
// delay(100);
action = true;
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);
goToAngle(80*(desired_angle - robot_orientation));
reverse(0.45);
robot_orientation = 3;
current_Y = current_Y - 1;
Serial.print("Current x:");
// delay(100);
Serial.println(current_X);
//delay(100);
Serial.print("Current Y:");
// delay(100);
Serial.println(current_Y);
// delay(100);
}
}
Serial.println("W H I L E
L O O P");
//delay(100);
action = false;
}
}
}
//this function creates the world in an occupancy grid
void buildMetricWorld(){
worldMap[0][0] = 5;
worldMap[0][1] = 99;
worldMap[0][2] = 3;
worldMap[0][3] = 2;
worldMap[1][0]
worldMap[1][1]
worldMap[1][2]
worldMap[1][3]

=
=
=
=

4;
99;
99;
1;

worldMap[2][0] = 3;
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worldMap[2][1] = 2;
worldMap[2][2] = 1;
worldMap[2][3] = 0;
worldMap[1][0]
worldMap[1][1]
worldMap[1][2]
worldMap[1][3]

=
=
=
=

4;
99;
99;
1;

mapMetric = true;
map_topo == false;
}
//this function creates the world with smaller walls
//the 4x4 map is expanded to be 12 x 12
void buildTopologicalWorld(){
mapMetric = false;
map_topo = true;
worldMap2[0][0] = 99;
worldMap2[0][1] = 99;
worldMap2[0][2] = 99;
worldMap2[0][3] = 99;
worldMap2[0][4] = 99;
worldMap2[0][5] = 99;
worldMap2[0][6] = 99;
worldMap2[0][7] = 99;
worldMap2[0][8] = 99;
worldMap2[0][9] = 99;
worldMap2[0][10] = 99;
worldMap2[0][11] = 99;
worldMap2[1][0] = 99;
worldMap2[1][1] = 15;
worldMap2[1][2] = 14;
worldMap2[1][3] = 13;
worldMap2[1][4] = 12;
worldMap2[1][5] = 11;
worldMap2[1][6] = 12;
worldMap2[1][7] = 13;
worldMap2[1][8] = 99;
worldMap2[1][9] = 99;
worldMap2[1][10] = 6;
worldMap2[1][11] = 99;
worldMap2[2][0] = 99;
worldMap2[2][1] = 14;
worldMap2[2][2] = 13;
worldMap2[2][3] = 12;
worldMap2[2][4] = 11;
worldMap2[2][5] = 10;
worldMap2[2][6] = 99;
worldMap2[2][7] = 99;
worldMap2[2][8] = 99;
worldMap2[2][9] = 99;
worldMap2[2][10] = 5;
worldMap2[2][11] = 99;
worldMap2[3][0]
worldMap2[3][1]
worldMap2[3][2]
worldMap2[3][3]

=
=
=
=

99;
15;
99;
99;
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worldMap2[3][4] = 10;
worldMap2[3][5] = 9;
worldMap2[3][6] = 99;
worldMap2[3][7] = 99;
worldMap2[3][8] = 99;
worldMap2[3][9] = 99;
worldMap2[3][10] = 4;
worldMap2[3][11] = 99;
worldMap2[4][0] = 99;
worldMap2[4][1] = 16;
worldMap2[4][2] = 99;
worldMap2[4][3] = 99;
worldMap2[4][4] = 9;
worldMap2[4][5] = 8;
worldMap2[4][6] = 7;
worldMap2[4][7] = 6;
worldMap2[4][8] = 5;
worldMap2[4][9] = 4;
worldMap2[4][10] = 3;
worldMap2[4][11] = 99;
worldMap2[5][0] = 99;
worldMap2[5][1] = 99;
worldMap2[5][2] = 99;
worldMap2[5][3] = 99;
worldMap2[5][4] = 10;
worldMap2[5][5] = 99;
worldMap2[5][6] = 99;
worldMap2[5][7] = 99;
worldMap2[5][8] = 99;
worldMap2[5][9] = 3;
worldMap2[5][10] = 2;
worldMap2[5][11] = 99;
worldMap2[6][0] = 99;
worldMap2[6][1] = 99;
worldMap2[6][2] = 99;
worldMap2[6][3] = 99;
worldMap2[6][4] = 11;
worldMap2[6][5] = 99;
worldMap2[6][6] = 99;
worldMap2[6][7] = 99;
worldMap2[6][8] = 99;
worldMap2[6][9] = 2;
worldMap2[6][10] = 1;
worldMap2[6][11] = 99;
worldMap2[7][0] = 99;
worldMap2[7][1] = 15;
worldMap2[7][2] = 14;
worldMap2[7][3] = 13;
worldMap2[7][4] = 12;
worldMap2[7][5] = 99;
worldMap2[7][6] = 99;
worldMap2[7][7] = 3;
worldMap2[7][8] = 2;
worldMap2[7][9] = 1;
worldMap2[7][10] = 0;
worldMap2[7][11] = 99;
worldMap2[8][0] = 99;
worldMap2[8][1] = 16;
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worldMap2[8][2] = 99;
worldMap2[8][3] = 99;
worldMap2[8][4] = 99;
worldMap2[8][5] = 99;
worldMap2[8][6] = 99;
worldMap2[8][7] = 4;
worldMap2[8][8] = 3;
worldMap2[8][9] = 2;
worldMap2[8][10] = 1;
worldMap2[8][11] = 99;
worldMap2[9][0] = 99;
worldMap2[9][1] = 17;
worldMap2[9][2] = 99;
worldMap2[9][3] = 99;
worldMap2[9][4] = 99;
worldMap2[9][5] = 99;
worldMap2[9][6] = 99;
worldMap2[9][7] = 5;
worldMap2[9][8] = 4;
worldMap2[9][9] = 99;
worldMap2[9][10] = 99;
worldMap2[9][11] = 99;
worldMap2[10][0] = 99;
worldMap2[10][1] = 18;
worldMap2[10][2] = 99;
worldMap2[10][3] = 99;
worldMap2[10][4] = 9;
worldMap2[10][5] = 8;
worldMap2[10][6] = 7;
worldMap2[10][7] = 6;
worldMap2[10][8] = 5;
worldMap2[10][9] = 99;
worldMap2[10][10] = 99;
worldMap2[10][11] = 99;
worldMap2[11][0] = 99;
worldMap2[11][1] = 99;
worldMap2[11][2] = 99;
worldMap2[11][3] = 99;
worldMap2[11][4] = 99;
worldMap2[11][5] = 99;
worldMap2[11][6] = 99;
worldMap2[11][7] = 99;
worldMap2[11][8] = 99;
worldMap2[11][9] = 99;
worldMap2[11][10] = 99;
worldMap2[11][11] = 99;
}
/*
* The updateSensors() function updates all the IR sensors to see if something is
detected and sets a flag if needed
*/
void updateSensors() {
updateIR();
setObstacle();
}
/*

//update IR readings and update flag variable and state machine
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* The set Obstacle() function sets whether an obstacle is detected and if so,
which
* direction relative to the robot the obstacle is on (e.g. which side it sees a
wall)
*/
void setObstacle(){
if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
Obstacle = false; //No Obstacle, so sets Obstacle Boolean to false
}
else{
Obstacle = true; //Detects Obstacle because sensor reading avgs are not 0 so
sets Obstacle Boolean to true
if(irRearAvg > 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
//rear & right
which_wall = 4;
}
else if(irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg > 0){
//rear & left wall
which_wall = 5;
}
else if(irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
//left & right wall
which_wall = 6;
}
else if(irFrontAvg > 0){
//front wall
which_wall = 1;
}
else if(irRearAvg > 0){
which_wall = 7;
//rear wall
}
else if(irRightAvg > 0){
//right wall
which_wall = 3;
}
else if(irLeftAvg > 0){
//left wall
which_wall = 2;
}
else{
which_wall = -1;
//nothing detected
}
}
}
/*
* The updateIR() function, takes an average of each IR sensor to avoid false
readings.
*/
void updateIR() {
int front, back, left, right;
front = analogRead(irFront);
back = analogRead(irRear);
left = analogRead(irLeft);
right = analogRead(irRight);
//-------------------------RIGHT
irRightAvg = 0;
if (right > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irRightAvg = irRightAvg + analogRead(irRight);
}
irRightAvg = irRightAvg/10;
//digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irRightAvg = 0;
}
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//-------------------LEFT
irLeftAvg = 0;
if ( left > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irLeftAvg = irLeftAvg + analogRead(irLeft);
}
irLeftAvg = irLeftAvg/10;
//digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irLeftAvg = 0;
}
//--------------------FRONT
irFrontAvg = 0;
if (front > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irFrontAvg = irFrontAvg + analogRead(irFront);
}
irFrontAvg = irFrontAvg/10;
// digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irFrontAvg = 0;
}
//--------------------REAR
irRearAvg = 0;
if (back > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irRearAvg = irRearAvg + analogRead(irRear);
}
irRearAvg = irRearAvg/10;
//digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irRearAvg = 0;
}
}
/*
* The reverse() function makes the robot move forward a specific amount of feet
*/
void reverse(double targetDistance) {
double stepsToMove = 914*targetDistance; //target distance in ft
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(500);
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(500);
stepperRight.move(-stepsToMove);//turns stepsToMove number of steps
stepperLeft.move(-stepsToMove);//same for the left motor
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//makes right motor move at current speed until
target position reached
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//makes left motor move at current speed until
target position reached
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
//delay(500); // One second delay
}
/*robot pivot function */
void pivot(int rot, int dir) {
long positions[2];
positions
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
position 0
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
position 0

// Array of desired stepper
//reset right motor to
//reset left motor to
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if (dir > 0) {//pivot right
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition();
//right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() + rot ; //left motor absolute
position
}
else//pivot left
{
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() + rot ; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() ;
//left motor absolute
position
}
stepperRight.move(positions[0]);
//move right motor to position
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);
//move left motor to position
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(2000);
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(2000);
runToStop();
//run until the robot reaches the target
}
/*
* The goToAngle() function makes the robot spin to a specific angle as specified
by the input
*/
void goToAngle(int Angle) {
//digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
int moveDegrees = (540/90)*Angle; //540/90 is the number of steps to turn the
robot 1 degree.
//Serial.println(moveDegrees);
if(Angle>=0){
stepperRight.move(moveDegrees);//set target position to moveDegrees number of
steps relative to current position
stepperLeft.move(-moveDegrees);
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//makes right motor move at current speed
until target position reached
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//makes left motor move at current speed until
target position reached
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
//delay(250); // One second delay
}
else{
stepperRight.move(moveDegrees);//set target position to moveDegrees number of
steps relative to current position
stepperLeft.move(-moveDegrees);
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//makes right motor move at current speed
until target position reached
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//makes left motor move at current speed until
target position reached
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
//delay(250); // One second delay
}
}
/*
* This function, runToStop(), will run the robot until the target is achieved and
then stop it
*/
void runToStop ( void ) {
int runNow = 1;
while (runNow) {
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if (!stepperRight.run() ) {
runNow = 0;
stopp();
}
if (!stepperLeft.run()) {
runNow = 0;
stopp();
}
}
}
/*
* the stopp() function makes both of the stepper motors stop rotating
*/
void stopp(){
stepperRight.stop();
stepperLeft.stop();
}

8.4

Wireless Transceiver Communication (2)

This program autonomously traverses the map and sends it to the GUI

8.4.1

Codes

/*
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Hacking/PinMapping2560
Arduino MEGA nRF24L01 connections
CE pin 7
CSN
pin 8
MOSI pin 51
MISO pin 50
SCK pin 52
VCC 3.3 V
GND GND
*/
//Old Defines:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#include
#include
#include
#include

<AccelStepper.h>//include the stepper motor library
<MultiStepper.h>//include multiple stepper motor library
<NewPing.h>
//include sonar library
<TimerOne.h>

//define stepper motor pin numbers
const int rtStepPin = 44; //right stepper motor step pin (was 50)
const int rtDirPin = 49; // right stepper motor direction pin (was 51)
const int ltStepPin = 46; //left stepper motor step pin (was 52)
const int ltDirPin = 53; //left stepper motor direction pin
const int stepTime300; //delay time between high and low on step pin
AccelStepper stepperRight(AccelStepper::DRIVER, rtStepPin, rtDirPin);//create
instance of right stepper motor object (2 driver pins, low to high transition step
pin 52, direction input pin 53 (high means forward)
AccelStepper stepperLeft(AccelStepper::DRIVER, ltStepPin, ltDirPin);//create
instance of left stepper motor object (2 driver pins, step pin 50, direction input
pin 51)
MultiStepper steppers;//create instance to control multiple steppers at the same
time
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

stepperEnable 48
//stepper enable pin on stepStick
enableLED 13
//stepper enabled LED
redLED 5
//red LED for displaying states
greenLED 6
//green LED for displaying states
yellowLED 4
//yellow LED for displaying states
stepperEnTrue false //variable for enabling stepper motor
stepperEnFalse true //variable for disabling stepper motor

#define pauseTime 2500 //time before robot moves
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

irFront
irRear
irRight
irLeft
snrLeft
snrRight

A0
A2
A1
A3
A6
A7

//front IR analog pin
//back IR analog pin
//right IR analog pin
//left IR analog pin
//front left sonar
//front right sonar

NewPing sonarLt(snrLeft, snrLeft);
NewPing sonarRt(snrRight, snrRight);
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

irThresh
photoThresh
snrThresh
minThresh
stopThresh

300 // The IR threshold for presence of an obstacle
150 // The photoSensor threshold for presence of light
5
// The sonar threshold for presence of an obstacle
0
// The sonar minimum threshold to filter out noise
150 // If the robot has been stopped for this threshold move

#define four_inch 460
#define six_inch 330
#define quarter_rotation 200
int
int
int
int
int

//ir reading for 4 inches
//stepper quarter rotation

irFrontAvg; //variable to hold average of current front IR reading
irLeftAvg;
//variable to hold average of current left IR reading
irRearAvg;
//variable to hold average of current rear IR reading
irRightAvg;
//variable to hold average of current right IR reading
irIdx = 0;//index for 5 IR readings to take the average

int LphotoAvg;
int RphotoAvg;
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

//create an instance of the left sonar
//create an instance of the right sonar

//variable to hold average of current left photo reading
//variable to hold average of current right photo reading

srLeftArray[5] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}; //array to hold 5 left sonar readings
srRightArray[5] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}; //array to hold 5 right sonar readings
srIdx = 0;//index for 5 sonar readings to take the average
srLeft;
//variable to hold average of left sonar current reading
srRight; //variable to hold average or right sonar current reading
srLeftAvg; //variable to holde left sonar data
srRightAvg; //variable to hold right sonar data

//bit definitions
#define obFront
#define obRear
#define obRight
#define obLeft
#define obFLeft
#define obFRight

for sensor data flag byte
0 // Front IR trip
1 // Rear IR trip
2 // Right IR trip
3 // Left IR trip
4 // Left Sonar trip
5 // Right Sonar trip

//state byte to hold robot motion and state data
volatile byte state = 0;
//state to hold robot states and motor motion
//bit definitions for switch case state type bytes
#define AvoidObstacle
0
#define RandomWanderer 1
#define FollowLight
2
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#define FollowWall

3

#define timer_int 250000 // 1/2 second (500000 us) period for timer interrupt
boolean Obstacle = false;
//set to true if there is an obstacle detected
//boolean LightDetected = false;
//decides triggered wall
int which_wall = -1; //

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#include <SPI.h>
//include serial peripheral interface library
#include <RF24.h>
//include wireless transceiver library
#include <nRF24L01.h> //include wireless transceiver library
#include <printf.h>
#include <RF24_config.h>
// Set up the wireless transceiver pins
#define CE_PIN 7
#define CSN_PIN 8
#define test_LED 13
#define team_channel 24
//transmitter and receiver on same channel between 1 &
125
const uint64_t pipe = 0xE8E8F0F0E1LL; //define the radio transmit pipe (5 Byte
configurable)
RF24 radio(CE_PIN, CSN_PIN);
//create radio object
uint8_t data[1];
//variable to hold transmit data
uint8_t Data[16];
uint8_t Response[6];
int i = 0;
int a = 0;
boolean haveData = false;
int next_move;
boolean mapMetric = false;
boolean map_topo = false;
boolean mapRecieved = false;
int worldMap [4][4];
int worldMap2 [7][7];
int x_goal;
int y_goal;
boolean goal_reached = false;
int current_X = 0;
int current_Y = 0;
int start_X;
int start_Y;
int robot_orientation = 1; // 1 is down, 2 is right, 3 is up, 4 is left
int desired_angle;
boolean action = false;
boolean started = false;
int stepsMoved = 0;
int possibleSpot =99;
boolean sent = false;
boolean right = false;
boolean done = false;
void setup() {
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//Old pins and object setups:----------------------------------------------------pinMode(rtStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(rtDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltStepPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(ltDirPin, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
pinMode(stepperEnable, OUTPUT);//sets pin as output
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnFalse);//turns off the stepper motor driver
pinMode(enableLED, OUTPUT);//set enable LED as output
digitalWrite(enableLED, LOW);//turn off enable LED
pinMode(redLED, OUTPUT);//set red LED as output
pinMode(greenLED, OUTPUT);//set green LED as output
pinMode(yellowLED, OUTPUT);//set yellow LED as output
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);//turn on red LED
digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);//turn on green LED
delay(pauseTime / 5); //wait 0.5 seconds
digitalWrite(redLED, LOW);//turn off red LED
digitalWrite(yellowLED, LOW);//turn off yellow LED
digitalWrite(greenLED, LOW);//turn off green LED
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(1000);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperRight.setAcceleration(10000);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(1000);//set the maximum permitted speed limited by
processor and clock speed, no greater than 4000 steps/sec on Arduino
stepperLeft.setAcceleration(10000);//set desired acceleration in steps/s^2
steppers.addStepper(stepperRight);//add right motor to MultiStepper
steppers.addStepper(stepperLeft);//add left motor to MultiStepper
digitalWrite(stepperEnable, stepperEnTrue);//turns on the stepper motor driver
digitalWrite(enableLED, HIGH);//turn on enable LED
//Timer Interrupt Set Up
Timer1.initialize(timer_int);
// initialize timer1, and set a period in
microseconds
Timer1.attachInterrupt(updateSensors); // attaches updateSensors() as a timer
overflow interrupt
// Serial.begin(19200); //start serial communication at 9600 baud rate for
debugging
delay(pauseTime); //always wait 2.5 seconds before the robot moves
state = RandomWanderer;
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Serial.begin(9600);//start serial communication
Serial.println("Startup");
radio.begin();//start radio
radio.setChannel(team_channel);//set the transmit and receive channels to avoid
interference
radio.openWritingPipe(pipe);//open up reading pipe
pinMode(test_LED, OUTPUT);//set LED pin as an output
buildMetricWorld();
}
void loop() {
// sends map when it has all been recorded
if(which_wall == 13 && done == false){
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updateSensors();
stopp();
worldMap[current_Y][current_X] = which_wall;
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
delay(500);
digitalWrite(greenLED, LOW);
parseArray();
radio.write(Data, sizeof(Data));\
done = true;
}
else if(done == true){
}
else{
//keep going through creating the map
updateSensors();
if(which_wall == 3){
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
digitalWrite(redLED, HIGH);
right = true;
}
worldMap[current_Y][current_X] = which_wall;
//Serial.println(worldMap[current_Y][current_X]);
digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
delay(500);
digitalWrite(greenLED, LOW);
digitalWrite(redLED, LOW);
delay(500);
checkDirection(); //makes robot move
}
}
//prepares data to send to the GUI
// fills in any undiscovered positions as obstacles
void parseArray(){
int x = 0;
int y = 0;
while(x < 4){
y = 0;
while(y < 4){
if(worldMap[y][x] == 99){
worldMap[y][x] = 15;
}
y++;
}
x++;
}
x = 0;
y = 0;
int index = 0;
while(x < 4){
y = 0;
while(y < 4){
Data[index] = worldMap[y][x];
index++;
y++;
}
x++;
}
}
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//picks direction to move based on where walls are relative to robot and increments
current x and y positions accordingly
void checkDirection(){
if(irRearAvg == 0){
if(right == false){
followWall(0); //0 is actual left 1 is right
current_Y++;
}
else{
followWall(1);
current_Y++;
}
}
else if(which_wall == 14){
reverse(-17);
current_Y--;
if(irRightAvg == 0){
goToAngle(85);
reverse(18);
goToAngle(-85);
current_X++;
}
else{
goToAngle(-85);
reverse(18);
goToAngle(85);
current_X--;
}
}
else if(which_wall == 7){
goToAngle(-85);
reverse(17.5);
goToAngle(-85);
delay(1000);
followWall(1);
followWall(1);
//reverse(34);
goToAngle(-60);
followWall(1); //1 is right wall
goToAngle(-85);
current_Y = current_Y - 2;
}
else if(irRightAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg == 0){
goToAngle(85);
followWall(1);
reverse(1.5);
goToAngle(-85);
reverse(-2.5);
current_X++;
}
else if(which_wall == 13){
stopp();
}
}
//Can determine our starting position based on end position b/c of the unique
positions identified and because we have to start on 3,0 or 3,2 on the matrix
void evaluatePosition(){
updateSensors();
delay(500);
//Serial.println(which_wall);
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delay(500);
if(which_wall == 9 || which_wall == 1 || which_wall == 5 || which_wall == 7){
possibleSpot = 1;
if(which_wall == 1){
x_goal = 2;
y_goal = 0;
start_X = 2;
start_Y = 3;
//add this to data[]
}
else if(which_wall == 7){
x_goal = 3;
y_goal = 0;
start_X = 2;
start_Y = 3;
}
else if(which_wall == 9){
x_goal = 0;
y_goal = 0;
start_X = 0;
start_Y = 3;
}
else if(which_wall == 5){
x_goal = 1;
y_goal = 0;
start_X = 0;
start_Y= 3;
}
}
else{
possibleSpot = 99;
}
}
//building the map as all obstacles to begin
void buildMetricWorld(){
worldMap[0][0] = 99;
worldMap[0][1] = 99;
worldMap[0][2] = 99;
worldMap[0][3] = 99;

}

worldMap[1][0]
worldMap[1][1]
worldMap[1][2]
worldMap[1][3]

=
=
=
=

99;
99;
99;
99;

worldMap[2][0]
worldMap[2][1]
worldMap[2][2]
worldMap[2][3]

=
=
=
=

99;
99;
99;
99;

worldMap[3][0]
worldMap[3][1]
worldMap[3][2]
worldMap[3][3]

=
=
=
=

99;
99;
99;
99;
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/*
* The updateSensors() function updates all the IR sensors to see if something is
detected and sets a flag if needed
*/
void updateSensors() {
updateIR();
setObstacle();

//update IR readings and update flag variable and state machine

}
/*
* The set Obstacle() function sets whether an obstacle is detected and if so,
which
* direction relative to the robot the obstacle is on (e.g. which side it sees a
wall)
*/
void setObstacle(){
if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
Obstacle = false; //No Obstacle, so sets Obstacle Boolean to false
//which_wall = 0; // nothing detected
}
else{
Obstacle = true; //Detects Obstacle because sensor reading avgs are not 0 so
sets Obstacle Boolean to true
if(irFrontAvg > 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg == 0){ //
NORTH
which_wall = 1;
}
else if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
// EAST
which_wall = 2;
}
else if(irFrontAvg > 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
// NORTHEAST
which_wall = 3;
}
else if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
// South
which_wall = 4;
}
else if(irFrontAvg > 0 && irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
// North & south
which_wall = 5;
}
else if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
// SouthEast
which_wall = 6;
}
else if(irFrontAvg > 0 && irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg == 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
// North,EAST,South
which_wall = 7;
}
else if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
// WEST
which_wall = 8;
}
else if(irFrontAvg > 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
// NorthWest
which_wall = 9;
}
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else if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
// West, east
which_wall = 10;
}
else if(irFrontAvg > 0 && irRearAvg == 0 && irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
// North,West, east
which_wall = 11;
}
else if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
// SouthWest
which_wall = 12;
}
else if(irFrontAvg > 0 && irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg == 0){
// North, West, South
which_wall = 13;
}
else if(irFrontAvg == 0 && irRearAvg > 0 && irLeftAvg > 0 && irRightAvg > 0){
// South, west, east
which_wall = 14;
}
else{ // all sensors active
which_wall = 15;
}
}
}
//follows the wall when one is detected
void followWall(int dir){ //dir 0 is left, 1 is right
int times = 0;
//Serial.println("Follow Wall");
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(500);
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(500);
updateSensors();
//Deleted actual left wall
//-------------------------------------------------------------------while(times < 9){ //moving 2 inches at a time 9 times
//follow right wall
if(dir == 0){
//Serial.println("R I G H T W A L L");
updateSensors();
if(irLeftAvg >= four_inch){ //less than 4in from wall
pivot(-quarter_rotation, 1);
//pivot left
pivot(quarter_rotation, 0);
//pivot right to straighten up
//updateError();
//turnRight(leftTurnDistance, leftTurnSpeed);
//turnLeft(.01,500);
times--;
}
else if(irLeftAvg <= six_inch){ //Over 6in away from wall
pivot(quarter_rotation, 1);
//pivot left
pivot(-quarter_rotation, 0);
//pivot right to straighten up
//updateError();
//turnLeft(leftTurnDistance, leftTurnSpeed);
//turnRight(.01,500);
times--;
}
else{
reverse(2);
}
times++;
}

//here
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else{
updateSensors();
if(irRightAvg >= four_inch){
//Serial.println("T O O C L O S E");
pivot(-quarter_rotation, 0);
//pivot left
pivot(quarter_rotation, 1);
//pivot right to straighten up
//updateError();
//turnRight(rightTurnDistance, rightTurnSpeed);
//turnLeft(.01,500);
times--;
}
else if (irRightAvg <= six_inch){
//Serial.println("T O O F A R");
pivot(quarter_rotation, 0);
//pivot right
pivot(-quarter_rotation, 1);
//pivot left to straighten up
//updateError();
//turnLeft(rightTurnDistance, rightTurnSpeed);
//turnRight(.01,500);
times--;
}
else{
//Serial.println("R E V E R S E");
reverse(2);
}
times++;
}
}
}
/*
* The updateIR() function, takes an average of each IR sensor to avoid false
readings.
*/
void updateIR() {
int front, back, left, right;
front = analogRead(irFront);
back = analogRead(irRear);
left = analogRead(irLeft);
right = analogRead(irRight);
//-------------------------RIGHT
irRightAvg = 0;
if (right > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irRightAvg = irRightAvg + analogRead(irRight);
}
irRightAvg = irRightAvg/10;
//digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irRightAvg = 0;
}
//-------------------LEFT
irLeftAvg = 0;
if ( left > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irLeftAvg = irLeftAvg + analogRead(irLeft);
}
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irLeftAvg = irLeftAvg/10;
//digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irLeftAvg = 0;
}
//--------------------FRONT
irFrontAvg = 0;
if (front > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irFrontAvg = irFrontAvg + analogRead(irFront);
}
irFrontAvg = irFrontAvg/10;
// digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irFrontAvg = 0;
}
//--------------------REAR
irRearAvg = 0;
if (back > irThresh){
for (int i =0; i < 9; i++){
irRearAvg = irRearAvg + analogRead(irRear);
}
irRearAvg = irRearAvg/10;
//digitalWrite(yellowLED, HIGH);//turn on yellow LED
}else{
irRearAvg = 0;
}
}
/*
* The reverse() function makes the robot move forward a specific amount of inches
where 76 steps = 1 inch
*/
void reverse(double targetDistance) {
double stepsToMove = 76*targetDistance; //target distance in inches
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(500);
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(500);
stepperRight.move(-stepsToMove);//turns stepsToMove number of steps
stepperLeft.move(-stepsToMove);//same for the left motor
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//makes right motor move at current speed until
target position reached
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//makes left motor move at current speed until
target position reached
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
//delay(500); // One second delay
}
/*robot pivot function */
void pivot(int rot, int dir) {
long positions[2];
positions
stepperRight.setCurrentPosition(0);
position 0
stepperLeft.setCurrentPosition(0);
position 0
if (dir > 0) {//pivot right

// Array of desired stepper
//reset right motor to
//reset left motor to

positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition();
//right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() + rot ; //left motor absolute
position
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}
else//pivot left
{
positions[0] = stepperRight.currentPosition() + rot ; //right motor absolute
position
positions[1] = stepperLeft.currentPosition() ;
//left motor absolute
position
}
stepperRight.move(positions[0]);
//move right motor to position
stepperLeft.move(positions[1]);
//move left motor to position
stepperRight.setMaxSpeed(2000);
stepperLeft.setMaxSpeed(2000);
runToStop();
//run until the robot reaches the target
}
/*
* The goToAngle() function makes the robot spin to a specific angle as specified
by the input
*/
void goToAngle(int Angle) {
//digitalWrite(greenLED, HIGH);
int moveDegrees = (540/90)*Angle; //540/90 is the number of steps to turn the
robot 1 degree.
//Serial.println(moveDegrees);
if(Angle>=0){
stepperRight.move(moveDegrees);//set target position to moveDegrees number of
steps relative to current position
stepperLeft.move(-moveDegrees);
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//makes right motor move at current speed
until target position reached
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//makes left motor move at current speed until
target position reached
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
//delay(250); // One second delay
}
else{
stepperRight.move(moveDegrees);//set target position to moveDegrees number of
steps relative to current position
stepperLeft.move(-moveDegrees);
stepperRight.runSpeedToPosition();//makes right motor move at current speed
until target position reached
stepperLeft.runSpeedToPosition();//makes left motor move at current speed until
target position reached
runToStop();//run until the robot reaches the target
//delay(250); // One second delay
}
}
/*
* This function, runToStop(), will run the robot until the target is achieved and
then stop it
*/
void runToStop ( void ) {
int runNow = 1;
while (runNow) {
if (!stepperRight.run() ) {
runNow = 0;
stopp();
}
if (!stepperLeft.run()) {
runNow = 0;
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stopp();
}
}
}
/*
* the stopp() function makes both of the stepper motors stop rotating
*/
void stopp(){
stepperRight.stop();
stepperLeft.stop();
}
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